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Bill Knutson – Vice Chair    Barry Martin
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Keith Blackburn     Herschel Price
Jim Bond                 Elsa Saxod
Gary Croucher          Barbara Wight
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1. Roll call – determination of quorum.

2. Additions to agenda (Government Code Section 54954.2(b)).

3. Public comment – opportunities for members of the public to address the Committee on matters within the Committee’s jurisdiction.

4. Chair’s report.
   4-A Directors’ comments.

I. CONSENT CALENDAR

II. ACTION/DISCUSSION

1. Metropolitan Water District Issues and Activities update.    Amy Chen
   1-A Metropolitan Water District Delegates report.    (pickup packet)

   1-B Update on Metropolitan Water District’s 2010 Blue Ribbon Committee process. (Information)    Amy Chen

2. Colorado River Programs.
   2-A Colorado River Board representative’s report.    Bill Knutson
   (pickup packet)
III. INFORMATION

1. Metropolitan Water District Program report.  
   Amy Chen

IV. CLOSED SESSION

1. CLOSED SESSION:  
   Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation  
   Government Code §54956.9(a)  
   Name of Case: QSA Judicial Council Coordination  
   Proceeding No. 4353  
   Dan Hentschke

2. CLOSED SESSION:  
   Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation  
   Government Code §54956.9(a)  
   Name of Case: SDCWA v Metropolitan Water District of Southern California  
   Dan Hentschke

V. ADJOURNMENT

Doria F. Lore  
Clerk of the Board

NOTE: This meeting is called as an Imported Water Committee meeting. Because a quorum of the Board may be present, the meeting is also noticed as a Board meeting. Members of the Board who are not members of the Committee may participate in the meeting pursuant to Section 2.00.060(g) of the Authority Administrative Code (Recodified). All items on the agenda, including information items, may be deliberated and become subject to action. All public documents provided to the committee or Board for this meeting including materials related to an item on this agenda and submitted to the Board of Directors within 72 hours prior to this meeting may be reviewed at the San Diego County Water Authority headquarters located at 4677 Overland Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123 at the reception desk during normal business hours.
June 16, 2010

Attention: Imported Water Committee

Update on Metropolitan Water District’s 2010 Blue Ribbon Committee process. (Information)

Purpose
This memo provides a status report on the MWD’s 2010 Blue Ribbon Committee process.

Background
In 1993, MWD authorized the formation of the Blue Ribbon Task Force (BRTF), made up of private sector volunteers to conduct a review of MWD’s business practices and operational policies. In January 1994, the BRTF presented its findings and more than one hundred recommendations to MWD’s Board. In August 1994, the BRTF Committee Chair sent a letter to MWD’s Board that included a narrative statement of the recommendations and MWD staff’s response to the recommendations (Attachment 1). However, some of the recommendations have not been implemented to date. For example, one of the recommendations states, “Derive IRP results starting from a willingness to pay perspective as well as from reliability and supply goals to assess whether current planning efforts adequately loop back and force the reappraisal of initial reliability and other operational assumptions.” To date, the linkage of member agencies’ willingness to pay and MWD’s investment in local projects remain uncoupled. In addition, member agencies’ individual reliability objectives and willingness to pay are also decoupled from MWD’s IRP process.

At the December 2009 MWD Board Retreat, Chairman Brick announced the need for another Blue Ribbon Committee (BRC) to recommend what role should MWD play in furthering local supply development, including seawater desalination and recycling in the next 50 years.

MWD established the 2010 BRC, comprised of business, community and public interest leaders to provide insight to global, environmental, economic, social and demographic changes that MWD is assuming it will encounter in the future. The Board ratified the membership of the BRC at its February 9, 2010 board meeting (Attachment 2) and announced the Chair to be Robert Simonds, a former MWD board member representing Los Angeles. At its May 11, 2010 board meeting, the board ratified the appointment of Director Abdo (Santa Monica), Blake (Fullerton), Barbre (MWDOC) and Wunderlich (Beverly Hills) to serve as board liaisons to the BRC. The San Diego region is represented by three members of the public, Julie Meier-Wright (San Diego Regional EDC), Ruben Barrales (San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce) and John Lormon (Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch, LLP). The BRC is charged with providing input for developing a sustainable business model to ensure MWD continues to provide reliable water for Southern California over the next 50 years.

In March 2010, MWD’s board authorized hiring RAND Corporation for consulting services to provide external expertise in facilitation and research to support the BRC activities.
RAND is tasked with conducting an external analysis of six key areas listed below:

1. Developing New Water Options for Southern California
2. Energy for the Future
3. Economic Development and New Technologies
4. Financial Sustainability
5. Workforce for the Future
6. Communications

The 2010 BRC has been meeting approximately twice a month since late March 2010 and is expected to have a final report completed for the MWD board consideration in September.

Discussion

Since March 2010, there have been six BRC meetings. An additional meeting was recently scheduled to further a discussion on the merits of pursuing a solution on the Bay-Delta. All of the meetings thus far have been focused upon building a new business model for MWD. The discussions led by the consultants seem to focus on moving MWD away from focusing on imported water supplies and incentivizing local projects to actually developing projects that MWD may own and operate or develop in partnership with its member agencies.

On May 24, 2010 Chairman Simonds invited Maureen Stapleton to share the Water Authority’s perspective on an alternative business model to the one that has been discussed in the BRC meetings. Ms. Stapleton delivered the message to the BRC that before they consider altering MWD’s current business model and recommend a new one, it was important to consider the customers’ (member agencies’) needs, wants and expectations. Ms. Stapleton then highlighted the importance of fixing the Delta and ensuring the core supplies in which MWD and its member agencies had invested was reliable, and pointed out that many member agencies were diversifying their own supplies to reduce its reliance on MWD. Lastly, she described an alternative business model that was adaptable and provided member agencies the flexibility to choose the level of services they desired from MWD. Under this model, member agencies would be expected to continue to support and subscribe to MWD’s core services (i.e. imported supplies, facilities) and a menu of optional services (treatment, regional supplies, “insurance” supplies) would be made available to those agencies based on their commitment to pay for those services. The presentation was very well received and sparked a robust discussion. The BRC was very receptive and appreciated the Water Authority’s viewpoint.

Another outcome of the Ms. Stapleton’s discussion was at an Integrated Resources Plan committee meeting the following day MWD Chairman Brick spoke about the presentation and thought it would be beneficial to invite Ms. Stapleton back, along with other member agency managers, for a panel discussion on what MWD’s appropriate role should be. This panel discussion is currently scheduled for the June 22, 2010 at the IRP Steering Committee meeting.
To meet the aggressive schedule of finalizing the report in September, RAND has taken the approach to draft the chapters of the report after each BRC meeting. Water Authority staff is closely monitoring the meetings and the outcomes of each meeting. The current drafts that have been shared with the BRC have centered on positioning MWD to expand its role as the regional provider and develop local projects, either as a sole proprietor or in partnership with member agencies. Although the discussions have centered on MWD’s new role, there has been lack of information or discussion about the impending rate increases that would undoubtedly be necessary to pay for this new business model.

The Water Authority delegates have been advocating for MWD to focus on improving its core water supplies, the State Water Project and the Colorado River supplies, throughout the Integrated Resources Planning process. At this time, the subject of MWD’s role in the future of water supply development and its relationship to its rates has still not been resolved at the MWD Board. It is questionable that the IRP update would be completed in time for the BRC to incorporate its outcome into its recommendation; nonetheless, it is critical in developing a new business model that the BRC respects member agencies’ local autonomy and recommends a plan that can accommodate member agencies diverse needs.

Prepared by: Meena Westford, Water Policy Manager
Reviewed by: Amy Chen, MWD Program Chief

Attachment: 1. August 17, 1994, Response to BRTF recommendations
2. List of current BRC members
3. Maureen Stapleton’s May 24, 2010 PowerPoint Presentation
Office of Board of Directors

To: Board of Directors (Executive Committee--Action)

From: Blue Ribbon Task Force Ad Hoc Committee Chairman Barker

Subject: Response to Blue Ribbon Task Force Recommendations

On April 7, 1993, the Metropolitan Water District Board of Directors authorized formation of the Blue Ribbon Task Force, made up of private sector volunteers to conduct a review of the District's business practices and operational policies. On June 1, 1993, the Board selected the Task Force membership, and Nelson Rising as Chairman.

In January 1994, the Blue Ribbon Task Force presented its findings and more than one hundred recommendations to Metropolitan's Board of Directors. The report focused recommendations in four areas: 1) Integrated Resources Planning and Rate Structure Proposals, 2) External Relations, 3) Business Practices and, 4) Human Resources. The Board assigned the report to management and created an Ad Hoc Committee to review the Task Force's recommendations and management's responses. Metropolitan management has reviewed all of the recommendations and submitted to the Board a response and action list on each one. During May, June and July the standing committees of the Board reviewed management's proposed responses and actions. The Board made a number of changes to management's responses, and action is proceeding at this time to implement the recommendations.

Attached are the Blue Ribbon Task Force recommendations, the text of management's responses to the recommendations, and the percent of implementation completed to date. Where recommendations are shown as 100% implemented means that the recommendations have been fully integrated into Metropolitan's business practices and procedures.

Recommendation

That the Board of Directors authorize the Chairman to transmit the attached letter, together with a narrative statement of the recommendations and Metropolitan's response thereto, to the Task Force with a statement of Metropolitan's deep appreciation for their time, effort and insight on improving Metropolitan's business practices.
That all recommendations shown on the narrative as not yet fully implemented be assigned to the appropriate standing committee for continuing oversight.

That the Blue Ribbon Task Force Ad Hoc Committee be dissolved.

Charles D. Barker

Att.: Report Response
Transmittal Letter
Dear Mr. Rising:

In January 1994, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors received the Blue Ribbon Task Force’s Final Report on its review and evaluation of Metropolitan’s business practices and operating policies. The more than one hundred recommendations contained in the report demonstrates the intensity of the effort made by the Task Force and the value of the experience and insight that the Task Force members brought to the process.

The management team, working with the Board of Directors has reviewed each and every recommendation and has evaluated how each recommendation could be integrated into the District’s activities. We have set a course and timetable for implementing the recommendations.

The attached narrative lists the Task Force’s recommendations along with Metropolitan’s responses. Within each response is an estimate of percentage implementation as of July 1, 1994. Where 100% implementation is shown means that the recommendation has been fully integrated into the District’s on-going activities. Integration is still underway for those recommendations marked less than 100%, and these will be subject to ongoing Board review.

The Metropolitan Water District Board of Directors and management team wishes to express its deepest appreciation to you and to the members of the Blue Ribbon Task Force for your time and dedication in helping Metropolitan be a more productive, cost effective and responsive public agency. We have benefitted greatly from your work.

We trust that you will continue your interest in Metropolitan and the achievements of our mission of providing reliable, high quality water supplies to Southern California in an economical and environmentally sound manner.

Very truly yours,

John V. Foley
Chairman, Board of Directors
NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
BLUE RIBBON TASK FORCE

FOREWORD

In June, 1993, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors convened a Blue Ribbon Task Force
headed by Chairman Nelson Rising. After six months focused effort, the Task Force produced
a report entitled Metropolitan Water District Blue Ribbon Task Force, Final Report, January
1994.

What follows below is a combined Board of Directors/Managerial response to more than
one hundred recommendations transmitted in the Blue Ribbon Task Force report. The response
is divided into four main parts: 1) Integrated Resource Planning and Rate Structure; 2)
External Relations; 3) Business Practices and; 4) Human Resources. We intend to implement
the Task Force’s recommendations or the intent of the recommendations in virtually every case.
The "Percent Implemented" is a measure of how fully the recommended practice has been
incorporated into the District’s procedures and practices as of July 1, 1994. 100% implementation indicates the recommendation has been integrated fully into the district’s
procedures and operations. Those items that show less than 100% compliance to date will
continue to receive oversight by the Board of Directors.

The words "Agree with Recommendation" means that the recommendation is being
implemented exactly as proposed. The words "Agree with Intent of Recommendation" means
that the recommendation of the Task Force has been largely preserved, but required some
modification for reasons of practicality or ease of implementation.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BLUE RIBBON TASK FORCE

The Metropolitan Board of Directors has received the Blue Ribbon Task Force's findings and recommendations at its January 1994 meeting and appointed an Ad Hoc Committee to oversee management's review, analysis and response to the recommendations. Metropolitan’s Board and management have embraced the report and its recommendations and have taken a fresh look at the issues raised by the Task Force. The Board and management have tightened or overhauled several business and human relations practices, and have given higher priority to many other issues, particularly in the resource planning and external affairs areas. The following is a summary of the responses in the attached narrative report.

1) INTEGRATED RESOURCES PLANNING (IRP) AND RATES

Specific steps have been taken to address the Task Force's recommendations. The IRP has been assigned to an interdivisional team led by a Deputy General Manager and the Chief of Planning and Resources. The goal is to integrate Metropolitan's resource mix, capital investments, and revenue program into a single operating plan. The IRP outreach has been expanded to include retail water purveyors and groundwater managers, in addition to Metropolitan and its member agencies. Three-day Strategic Assemblies were held in October, 1993 and June, 1994, with a round of public forums prior to the June Assembly. The Assemblies have ranked the region’s values, tested the reliability goal, approved a diverse resource mix, adopted business and water management principles, and approved initial resources investments. The third Strategic Assembly, in January 1995, should gain agreement on water management incentives, revenue plans consistent with the business principles, drought management plans, and a link between investment and affordability--to be incorporated into 1995-96 water rates and operations. A simplified but powerful new groundwater storage program was adopted in April 1994, and the long-time problem of agricultural rates was resolved in May 1994. The ready-to-serve charge approved in concept by the Board in December 1993 is a significant but not complete answer to the Task Force's concern about fixed-cost coverage.

2) EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

A number of steps have been taken consistent with the Task Force's recommendations. Deputy General Manager Tim Quinn is responsible for managing External Relations and creating a better coordination and staff role clarification. A plan to do so is expected to be in place and functioning by the end of the year. In this same time frame a set of policy objectives and implementation goals will be created with regional MWD/Member Agency External Relations Steering Committee Task Force to better coordinate within
the water industry. An early success of the improved focus has been a coordinated Metropolitan/Member Agency advocacy effort on the Safe Drinking Water Act, the North-South water coalition to advocate federal/state regulatory standards for the Bay/Delta and the letter to President Clinton and Governor Wilson from leading California business leaders calling on them to reach consensus on a process to operate the Bay/Delta.

3) BUSINESS PRACTICES

Many of the initiatives in business practices are underway including productivity benchmarking and reorganization of the Engineering & Operations Divisions. Metropolitan has improved the selection and management of outside consultants based on business case analysis. A job reclassification study is underway and will be completed in 1995 and a revised evaluation system is in place. Management is continuing to evaluate the disaster recovery plan in light of the Northridge Earthquake. The business conduct policies are being revised, and a multi-year budget system is in place. A major reengineering and automation program is underway which will modernize the District’s financial, inventory, warehousing, receiving, materials management, cost accounting, accounts payable, payroll and asset management practices.

4) HUMAN RESOURCES AND DIVERSITY

With the arrival of the new Human Resources Division Manager, a number of programs are being reviewed and improved including the recruitment program. Pay-for-performance has been put in place for senior management and will expand to all management employees in 1995. An Office of Diversity has been created in the General Manager’s Office to highlight Metropolitan’s commitment to affirmative action and business outreach. Metropolitan raised its commitment to minority and women business owners by raising the goals in both areas to be consistent with those of the state of California.
INTEGRATED RESOURCES PLANNING/RATE STRUCTURE

RECOMMENDATION 1: The IRP process should actually govern MWD engineering, investment and operational decisions.

RESPONSE: Agree with intent of the recommendation.

One of the primary objectives established for the IRP process was to determine the timing and magnitude of Metropolitan's Capital Improvement Program that will secure the most efficient capital investment. To this end, internal coordination is being strengthened to ensure that engineering and project decision-making is consistent with the findings of the IRP process. With specific respect to the Inland Feeder and Domenigoni Reservoir projects, the IRP has indicated that increased storage and supply conveyance are critical to the region's reliability for every resource mix evaluated. Consequently, certain activities such as design and acquisition of right-of-way of certain projects such as Domenigoni Reservoir and Inland Feeder. If the IRP determines that the Inland Feeder and Domenigoni Reservoir projects should be delayed, these investments in land and design are not lost and are recoverable assets.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%

RECOMMENDATION 2: The IRP and rate structure proposals should be formally, and functionally, integrated.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The IRP and rate structure process are linked through a common member agency working group and a staff coordinating committee under the direction of one AGM. Resource mix choices and their impact on customers and member agencies are linked in the Board's selection of a resource mix and rate structure.

The IRP and rate structure efforts are interdependent and are proceeding concurrently. The first step in the overall process was to establish financing mechanisms that will enable Metropolitan to equitably and efficiently obtain the necessary revenues to support a wide range of alternative investment strategies. In turn, the Board will determine the preferred resource mix based on the IRP and set the appropriate level of revenue requirements over time. The IRP process is being carried out in four phases; the first two phases will define resource alternatives and provide guidance in determining the preferred resource mix based on reliability and affordability at the regional level. During the third phase, the Board will consider the resource alternatives and select the preferred resource mix. The last phase of the IRP process will focus on the development of implementation measures to provide the basis for distributing the financial responsibilities of the IRP between Metropolitan and its member agencies. This effort will incorporate the adopted Metropolitan financial rate structure and update implementation procedures for ongoing programs such as the Local Projects, Seasonal Storage, Groundwater Recovery, Groundwater Conjunctive Use, and Conservation Credits.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 90%

RECOMMENDATION 3: Reliability, quality and other water supply specifications can not be made independently from the willingness of MWD customers to pay for such services.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The IRP process recognizes the relationship between customer affordability, or "willingness to pay," and reliability, quality and other water supply specifications. The IRP process is in fact utilizing economic measurements of willingness to pay to evaluate the viability of attaining the adopted reliability goal. Resource mix choices and their impacts on customers and member agencies are linked in the Boards selection of a resource mix. It is possible that a revised reliability goal may indeed be recommended through the IRP process.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 4: Member agency and other external participants in the IRP and rate structure process should have an unequivocal role in shaping the outcome.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

One of the primary objectives of the IRP is to provide an open, participatory decision-making process that involves Metropolitan's member agencies, groundwater basin managers, and representatives of business, environmental, and community groups in formulating the most appropriate mix of supply resources and demand management strategies for the region. To this end, the IRP process has been closely coordinated with both member agencies and other participants. During the initial analytical phase of the IRP, 15 working sessions of the Member Agency Work Group are scheduled in order to facilitate direct member agency participation in the IRP. The groundwater basin managers of the region are also participating in the IRP to ensure that assumptions on the operation of the groundwater basins are realistic and attainable.

In order to facilitate the participation of representatives of the environmental and business communities, a program of public participation has been incorporated into the IRP process. The program will include participation from business, community, and environmental groups from both northern and southern California through a series of public forums in order to obtain their input into the process in particular a review of the criteria for selecting a resource mix and affordability. Their recommendations will feed directly into the Strategic Assembly and the Board's decision making.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 5: Baseline reliability objectives should be revisited as alternative resource and cost scenarios are developed and not treated as fixed elements of MWD's planning process.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As previously mentioned, the IRP process does provide for an evaluation of the adopted reliability goal. For clarification, the IRP process begins with development of alternative resource mixes that are capable of meeting the adopted, or "baseline," reliability goal. The affordability of each resource mix is then determined based on economic measures of willingness to pay. The affordability of resource mixes that do not meet the adopted reliability goal are also determined through the IRP process. If in fact the IRP process indicates that the resource mixes that meet the adopted reliability goal are not affordable, then a revised reliability goal would be recommended.

The Blue Ribbon Task Force's recommendation also states that the effects of increased water rates on water demands is not recognized in the IRP. For clarification, it is noted that both the residential and commercial/industrial demands incorporate estimates of price elasticity. These elasticity estimates were statistically derived and applied to estimates of future increases in water rates. Metropolitan's methodology for
projecting water demands and price elasticity have been reviewed by leading resources economists from the University of California, Johns-Hopkins University, University of Colorado, and government agencies such as Department of Water Resources and USGS.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 6: The Integrated Resources Planning (IRP) process.

Explicitly model the relationship between resource choices and various cooperative regional water management agreements.

RESPONSE: Clarification.

The coordination of member, non-member and sub-agency water policies and programs could affect the viability of alternative resource mix options. To this end, the IRP process is proceeding in four phases: (1) the data gathering and analysis phase, which is based on regional goals and objectives; (2) the development and discussion phase, in which resource options and alternatives are formulated; (3) the refinement and decision-making phase; and (4) the implementation phase. The later Implementation Phase effort will include review and revision of financing and implementation procedures to encourage the development of local resources consistent with IRP recommendations.

The Blue Ribbon Task Force also recommends that the IRP evaluate a "no agreement" baseline of inter-agency water use and storage agreements that reflects existing groundwater operations. Staff has already proceeded to evaluate status quo groundwater operations in the IRP systems simulations. This status quo condition will be compared to enhanced groundwater conjunctive-use options in order to determine the value and priority of groundwater development.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Implementation following IRP

RECOMMENDATION 7: Incorporate political factors into the IRP.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

All feasible resource mix alternatives will be evaluated on a consistent basis according to a set of criteria developed by Metropolitan, its member agencies and the Board of Directors at the October 1993 Strategic Assembly. The evaluation criteria include the political, institutional, regulatory, and market risks associated with the development of resource strategies. For example, the evaluation of State Water Project supplies in the IRP analyses includes an assessment of the regulatory uncertainty leading to operational restrictions in the Delta. The second phase of the IRP will develop implementation measures to minimize and overcome political risks associated with the preferred resource mix.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 8: Water transfer supply resources should be actively incorporated into the potential resource mix.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.
Water transfers in the Colorado River system have already been incorporated as core supplies. Initially, Central Valley water transfers were considered in the IRP analyses only as residual or secondary supplies. However, preliminary IRP results have demonstrated that transfer supply resources, including those of the Central Valley, are an essential supply resource for all resource mixes and should be evaluated as a primary supply. Consequently, the costs and benefits of incorporating Central Valley transfers as primary supplies are now being considered in the IRP analyses.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 9: Water demand variations should be less static.

RESPONSE: Clarification

Metropolitan's demand projection methodology is not "static," nor is it based on historic per capita estimates multiplied by land-use and population growth. Metropolitan projects municipal and industrial water demand based on the relationship between consumption and demographic and economic factors, such as population, single- and multi-family housing, family size, income, and commercial and industrial employment. Residential water demand projections are estimated per household, and take into account lifestyle changes between single- and multi-family housing, differences in personal income, and changes in family size. Commercial and industrial water demand projections take into account employment and production trends by major industry group. Both the residential and commercial/industrial demands incorporate estimates of price elasticity to account for the effects of cost increases on water demands. Metropolitan's methodology for projecting water demands and price elasticity have been reviewed by leading resources economists from the University of California, Johns-Hopkins University, University of Colorado, and government agencies such as Department of Water Resources and USGS.

The Blue Ribbon Task Force also states that Metropolitan's water demand models do not adequately consider the effects of enhanced conservation technologies on water use. For clarification, it is noted that water conservation is incorporated into the demand projections, based on the conservation "best management practices" (BMPs) as reported in the State Water Conservation Coalition's MOU. Metropolitan's future water conservation estimates exceed that of the BMPs. As the process evolves, more conservation technologies will be incorporated into the BMPs and Metropolitan will take these measures into account.

Finally, the Blue Ribbon Task Force states that Metropolitan's own impacts on baseline population, development patterns, and water use levels have not been considered. Many factors affect the rate and location of growth in a region. Primary factors revolve around general socioeconomic conditions including employment opportunities, cost of living, and the cost of labor. Given that if these primary factors are favorable, many still other factors are necessary to accommodate this growth. These factors include adequate transportation facilities, wastewater facilities, solid waste disposal, water supply, and schools. The overall rate of growth and location of growth is principally governed by cities and counties through their general and specific planning processes that are incorporated into regional growth management plans.

Metropolitan bases its water demand projections on the regionally adopted growth management plans provided by the regional governments, the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) and the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG). These growth plans are developed based on land-use, air quality and transportation objectives, and other local inputs. Metropolitan then provides to the regional governments the impacts that these growth plans will have on regional water supply and demand through participation with the Regional Comprehensive Plan.
RECOMMENDATION 10: Water quality should be factored in as an explicit cost.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The IRP does explicitly include costs for all water quality enhancements anticipated to be required to meet tightening drinking water quality regulations. As a result, costs for direct deliveries of treated water are anticipated to increase. There are several alternatives to reduce the costs associated with treatment and direct delivery of Metropolitan supplies. One alternative is to maximize the development of local resources which in turn reduces the overall reliance on Metropolitan supplies. A second alternative is to maximize groundwater development and conjunctive use which, although increasing demands for raw water, reduces demands for treated water supplies. Both of these scenarios are being evaluated in the IRP process.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 11: Costs associated with Best Management Practices and local projects should be clearly established and evaluated.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Costs associated with each resource have in fact been explicitly identified through input from the member agencies and are included in the IRP analyses. These costs include the investments required to attain Best Management Practices and to implement reclaimed water projects that are developed independently by member agencies as well as those developed in cooperation with Metropolitan under the current Local Projects Program. The benefit of water supply reliability and the cost of developing various levels of conservation and reclamation have been assessed and are included in the IRP analyses, but without regard to how much of the costs would be borne by Metropolitan through subsidies. As previously discussed, the Implementation Phase of the IRP Process has been designed to provide the basis for distributing the fiscal responsibilities of the components of the IRP between Metropolitan and its member agencies in an equitable manner.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 12: Continuously stagger and reassess investment needs.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Staff concurs with the recommendation that the IRP must be periodically reassessed to re-establish priority projects and corresponding investment needs. It is presently envisioned that the IRP will be annually reviewed in concert with updates of the System Overview Study and Capital Improvement Program and ongoing financial analyses processes. In addition, the IRP will be completely updated every two to three years to reassess whether the predicted levels of resource development are materializing and provide certainty to Metropolitan’s member agencies that the regional water supply plan reflects current conditions.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 13: Derive IRP results from a willingness to pay perspective as well as from reliability and supply goals to assess whether current planning efforts adequately “loop back” and force the reappraisal of initial reliability and other operational assumptions.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As previously described, the suitability of Metropolitan’s adopted reliability goal will in fact be re-evaluated through the IRP process from a willingness to pay perspective. Should the IRP indicate that the adopted reliability and supply goals are not affordable at the customer level, then revised goals would be recommended.

The Blue Ribbon Task Force’s recommendation also states that Metropolitan may wish to consider more flexibly pricing wholesale water supplies to reflect the levels of reliability and cost burdens that each user desires and is willing to bear. The Implementation Phase of the IRP process will focus on the development of pricing and financing measures and water management policies that are necessary to gain the acceptance and commitment towards implementing the preferred resources mix.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 14: Educate IRP participants by modeling alternative future scenarios more clearly rather than make marginal modifications to the baseline scenario.

RESPONSE: Clarification of recommendation.

The approach of the IRP is not based on marginal modifications of a baseline resource scenario. Rather, resource mix alternatives were established independently of any baseline or status quo condition to reflect the feasible range in levels of investment for water supply development. This ranges from the maximum level of investment in imported water supply development to the maximum level of investment in local water supply development. As an example, the "maximum imported" resource mix assumes no new investment in local resource development and meets all additional demands through deliveries of imported water. Conversely, the "maximum local" resource mix assumes no further investment in the State Water Project and Colorado River systems and meets all additional demands solely from local resources. These resource mixes represent the extremes in water supply development scenarios for the region.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 15: As part of the IRP process, the MWD should consider developing coordination agreements with member and other relevant agencies that have extensive groundwater basins that could be used by the MWD to increase storage.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The commitment of groundwater management agencies towards the implementation of groundwater conjunctive use is essential in providing reliable supplies to the region. This was a significant recommendation of the October 1993 Strategic Assembly. To this end, the groundwater basin managers are participating in the IRP process and are developing groundwater basin operating assumptions for the IRP analyses in cooperation with Metropolitan’s member agency managers and Metropolitan staff. In order that these assumptions are realized, the Implementation Phase of the IRP has been designed to develop the necessary policy framework and agreements to gain the commitments of groundwater management agencies.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Implementation Phase
RECOMMENDATION 16: The MWD must continue to develop planning and pricing policy relationships with its member agencies.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The IRP is an open, participatory decision making process that involves Metropolitan's member agencies, groundwater basin managers, and representatives of business, environmental, and community groups in formulating the most appropriate mix of supply resources and demand management strategies for the region. The IRP process not only involves member agencies in the selection of the preferred resource mix, but also in the development of the required implementation measures, including pricing. This participation will continue in the future as it is anticipated that the IRP will be reviewed annually in concert with updates of the System Overview Study and Capital Improvement Program. Relationships with member agencies are strengthened through monthly meetings with General Manager, working groups on specific issues and through the Strategic Assemblies.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 17: The MWD should assure that the IRP process actively considers overall "public benefits."

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Defining the standards for levels of growth and economic development are the primary responsibilities of the regional planning agencies. The IRP process incorporates the regional growth management plans developed by the regional planning agencies and in turn considers the overall public benefits such as water supply reliability and customer affordability. In determining customer affordability for various reliability goals, costs of shortages are incorporated into the IRP analyses. Consequently, resource mixes at either end of the reliability scale may not be affordable to the public from a willingness to pay perspective. either through unacceptably high water rates or through unacceptable consequential costs of water shortages.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 18: The MWD's new rate structures should ensure adequate coverage of the fixed commitments for projects that generate additional fixed costs for Metropolitan.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Readiness-to-Serve (RTS) Charge and the New Demand Charge are set to recover the debt service not paid from taxes necessary to meet reliability and quality needs of existing and new users. These charges are designed to generate the funds for the additional fixed costs of the Capital Improvement Program. The RTS charge will increase as those fixed obligations associated with reliability and quality increase. Those capital expenditures made by MWD to meet new demands will be funded with long-term debt that will ultimately be paid through new demand charges by those agencies placing increased demands on MWD's system. It should be noted that the current percentage split of fixed and variable costs is expected to remain relatively constant over time, even with increased debt service payments.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%
RECOMMENDATION 19: If a comprehensive Readiness-to-Serve and New Development (sic) pricing scheme is implemented, secondary markets should be established by the MWD to allow the transfer of member agency excess water entitlements to other users that may need additional water supplies.

RESPONSE: Needs Evaluation

The Readiness-to-Serve and New Demand Charges recover revenue to service the debt for new facilities to meet existing and future users of water. It is not clear to what degree such facilities could be "transferred" (as opposed to "water entitlements"). The development of secondary markets and the institutional constraints associated with implementing such markets, as well as the costs and benefits of secondary markets, will require a significant amount of legal, financial and water resource analysis. As such, MWD has committed to review the use of markets with a projected completion date of early 1996.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 20: If current proposals cannot adequately address the MWD’s revenue and pricing challenges, then alternative rate structure revisions should be explored, such as using higher variable water rates to increase the rate stabilization fund and cover fixed costs, or creatively utilizing ad valorem or other fixed revenue enhancements.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

In December 1993, the Board unanimously approved the new rate structure with the RTS and New Demand Charge to cover fixed costs associated with capital expenditures required to meet reliability, increased demands, and quality needs. Implementation was delayed for one year to work out details with the member agencies. Increasing water rates to "pre-fund" a water rate stabilization fund increases the risk that high prices will reduce water demand and revenues, leading to the financial shortfalls noted by the Task Force. The new rate structure allows each member agency to pass on water charges in ways that meet local goals, while preserving MWD’s ability to effectively manage its resources. Should the adopted structure not address MWD’s revenue and pricing needs, alternative structures would be considered.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 21: The peaking charge should recover the actual economic costs generated by peaking behavior and not be set by political considerations.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation in the long term.

It is intended that the peaking charge will ultimately be set at a rate that reflects MWD’s cost of peaking. The peaking charge in the initial years was set at a level to provide the member agencies a transition period. This reflects Metropolitan and the member agencies goal toward developing a solution.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: To be reevaluated after initial implementation of the rate structure.

RECOMMENDATION 22: MWD rate structure proposal should revise and improve the emergency allocation programs and local project pricing schemes to reflect MWD’s real marginal and avoided costs and revenue requirements.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As part of the implementation steps of the new rate structure, MWD, in conjunction with the member agencies, is revising and improving the emergency allocation program while developing a Comprehensive Drought Management Program. This program is being coordinated with the review of Seasonal Storage Service. In addition, the Local Projects Program will be reviewed with a goal to ensure appropriate incentive levels are in place. Review of the programs will be completed by November 1994 following the selection of the appropriate resource mix.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 23: Comprehensive rate structure revisions should not be further delayed, and pressing MWD revenue needs should be addressed as soon as possible.

RESPONSE: The new rate structure was unanimously approved by the Board and implementation of the new rate structure has been delayed for one year so that implementation details can be finalized. This implementation effort includes working with member agencies to develop a public information program, completing a nexus study related to the New Demand Charge, and developing a "Comprehensive Drought Management Program". Needs RTS reference.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 80%

RECOMMENDATION 24: In coordination with member agencies and other appropriate water entities, the MWD should explore and implement measures to mitigate the adverse effects of rising water rates on agricultural and other water dependent industries that do not require the same reliability and water quality as the other urban users.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

In May 1994 the Board adopted a new water policy for agriculture that is responsible to water reliability and pricing issues.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 25: Metropolitan should explicitly seek the optimal integration of water resources through its rate structures since water pricing, in the absence of comprehensive interagency water coordination agreements, is likely to be the most effective tool for some time for selecting among imported water, reclamation, desalting, and other supply options.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The IRP and rate structure are explicitly linked as the IRP moves forward. MWD recognizes that the prices it charges for service have impacts on both the demand for imported water and the economic viability of various local projects (including reclamation, groundwater treatment, conjunctive-use, etc.). MWD's new rate structure provides a method to cover fixed commitments for projects that generate additional fixed costs for MWD (see item 18 above). The New Demand Charge approximates the long-run marginal cost of water supply, and thereby provides one pricing signal for the selection of alternative water resources.
The water rate, local project incentives, and other incentives also provide water management signals. Metropolitan will also pursue interagency coordination agreements as necessary.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 26: Metropolitan should explicitly commit itself to becoming, or building, a regional governance institution facilitating member, groundwater management and retail agency consensus about water policy goals and cooperative management. Management, staff and external relations strategies should be immediately implemented consistent with that objective.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Through the Strategic Assembly process Metropolitan is developing a forum to bring together the member agencies and groundwater management agencies and retail subagencies to discuss development of accurate analysis and coordinated implementation approaches. In addition, Metropolitan, the member agencies and the groundwater agencies have formed a technical working group that meets regularly to discuss issues of mutual interest. External relations staff are developing outreach strategies to support this effort.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 27: To facilitate regional coordination, Metropolitan should initiate discussions among its member agencies concerning the institutional enhancements that might be required for it to function as a regional governance entity, or to identify other institutional innovations that can accomplish this goal.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The issue of coordination among Metropolitan and member agencies continues through the Assembly process. Attention will be turned to implementing that mix and resolving any institutional barrier in achieving that plan following the adoption of a preferred resource mix. Currently Metropolitan is participating in a water element for the SCAG Regional Comprehensive Plan.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 28: The MWD should directly, or help sponsor mechanisms to address concerns of water users and other parties suffering particularly adverse harm from water policy decisions such as agriculture and water transfer communities.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

A new agricultural water rate was adopted in May 1994. MWD’s Water Transfer Policy Statement states that water transfers will be developed in cooperation with the agricultural community to avoid unreasonable operational and financial impacts. The policy further states that strategies will be developed to appropriately address community impacts of water transfers.

To this end, MWD and the Bay Area Economic Forum cosponsored a report entitled "Water Marketing in California - Resolving Third-Party Impact Issues" (February 1993). The report presents information about the likely magnitude of third-party impacts of water marketing and suggests several strategies to mitigate the impacts. These strategies will be considered in water policy decisions.
The IRP forums include representatives of agricultural, community, environmental and business groups to raise their particular concerns about the affordability of different resource mixes.

**PERCENT IMPLEMENTED:** 50%

**RECOMMENDATION 29:**  
*In the mid- to long-term, the MWD should seek to improve the method and quality of water policy debates at the regional, state and federal level to enhance the public's interest.*

**RESPONSE:**  
Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan, beginning with the development of the IRP and the new rate structure is committed to improving the water policy debates. In May a series of public forums involving representatives of federal, state and local government and environmental, agricultural, community groups in both Northern and Southern California is reached. Also, an extensive external support strategy to develop a statewide water policy debate has been created between the business communities of Northern California/Bay Area Economic Forum and Southern California. A comprehensive external plan is scheduled to be finalized and implemented in the second half of 1994.

**PERCENT IMPLEMENTED:** 50%
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

RECOMMENDATION 30:  A. National and statewide recommendations:

_Schedule and maintain a constant series of outreach efforts aimed at MWD and urban water use constituents, including the relevant state and local chambers of commerce, business groups, and other urban water agencies. Current efforts, such as the California Urban Water Agencies and Western Urban Water Coalition programs, should be supported and expanded._

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

A comprehensive external support program is being developed for each of these areas. These efforts will build on Metropolitan's already successful efforts with the California Urban Water Agencies and the Western Urban Water Coalition. An example of on-going success in this area was the recent Bay/Delta standards proposal by the urban agencies, the EPA hearing on those standards where 300 local officials and community leaders testified in support of the urban position. The conference which Metropolitan co-sponsored as a member of the Urban Water Institute and Metropolitan's public forums on the IRP and rates successfully engaged a number of Southern California water leaders from all levels on the challenges facing us. Outreach efforts are expanding for Metropolitan plans and programs such as the IRP, Rate Structure and Bay/Delta. Other opportunities are continuing to be identified by a joint Metropolitan/Member Agency External Affairs Steering Committee.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%  

RECOMMENDATION 31:  Rebuild strained ties with key water interests, especially agriculture, to enhance future alliance and political options. MWD's long-term interests are not well-served by its continuing rift with agricultural leaders, given agriculture's enormous political strength in water policy debates, and its consumption of over 80% of the state's developed water resources. While Metropolitan should not retreat from the new opportunities created by its current relationships with certain environmental groups, its top management should clearly signal a desire to repair relations with agricultural leaders, and implement measures to accomplish that task as soon as possible.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Under the direction of the new General Manager, Metropolitan is working to repair relations with agricultural leaders by meeting with a agricultural groups. Considerable efforts have been made through traditional institutions such as ACWA. Currently urban and agricultural leaders are working to develop support for a common policy on EPA's standards for the Bay/Delta. The General Manager has had a number of positive meetings with the agricultural leaders, individuals, and groups such as the California Farm Business. Growing interest in water transfer opportunities offers additional avenues for cooperation between urban and agricultural interests.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%
RECOMMENDATION 32: Add an additional high-level, high-profile staff person in Sacramento to strengthen Metropolitan's presence among, and influence with, key water policy decision makers, and explore whether a similar staff increase should be made in Washington as well.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan's presence among and influence with, key water policy decisions in Sacramento and Washington should be strengthened, particularly in light of the issues effecting importing water sources at the federal and state levels. However, decisions regarding staffing adjustments will be occurring in the second half of the calendar year upon completion of the external affairs strategy. The Bay/Delta Issues Management Plan proposes an increased regulatory presence in Sacramento. Similarly the north/south urban coalition has provided additional representation in Washington.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Being evaluated

RECOMMENDATION 33: B. Internal Metropolitan recommendations:
Clearly delineate the specific external relations responsibilities of top staff and foster regular communications between MWD functional groups to ensure that political objectives and internal roles are coordinated at the highest levels of Metropolitan.

RESPONSE: Agree with the recommendation.

The General Manager is committed to clearly delineating external relations responsibilities and to improving coordination between Metropolitan's functional groups. The issue management process for key external strategies such as Bay/Delta and Safe Drinking Water Act are beginning to clarify specific accountability and to increase coordination. Deputy General Manager Tim Quinn has been assigned the responsibility for External Affairs. Any other structural changes will occur in the second half of the calendar year.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 34: Create and distribute a directory identifying Metropolitan staff with responsibility for specific, substantive issue areas to establish multiple, unambiguous points of contact for external relations purposes.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Alternatives being evaluated for implementation in second half of the year.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Being implemented

RECOMMENDATION 35: C) Board and policy-level recommendations:
The Board should identify and define as precisely as possible Metropolitan's short-, mid-, and long-term political and policy objectives to guide the MWD's external relations activities.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Through the Board's mission and goals, the Strategic Plan and the Assembly process, Metropolitan is identifying and adopting policy and political objectives to obtain the resources to provide an affordable, reliable
water supply. The Strategic Plan is being updated this year and three Assemblies on key policy and implementation issues are scheduled. The Board has adopted a series of legislative policy principles to define the Boards intent on key federal and state legislative issues such as Safe Drinking Water Act, Water Transfers and Growth Management. Additional work will be done as part of the External Affairs Issue Management Plan.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 36: Board members should explicitly seek to develop relationships with key legislative and other water policy decision makers to support MWD's political objectives, and the Board should provide appropriate training and travel support as required to realize this goal. Board members should play an active role in developing and maintaining a support group of stakeholders in urban water to be deployed as required to support crucial MWD and urban water policy objectives.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Through the Legislative Committee and the Bay/Delta Ad Hoc Committee, Metropolitan Board members are actively involved in developing and maintaining a support group of stakeholders including elected officials. As issue management plans are developed for key initiatives such as Bay-Delta and the Safe Drinking Water Act, specific external affairs support programs directed at key stakeholders are developed and reviewed by the Board. The External Affairs Issue Management plan will include a strategy for continuous involvement of Board members in advocacy efforts.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 37: Information about contacting the Board and how individual members are appointed from each district should be publicized to increase the visibility and accessibility of the Board.

RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.

Alternatives being evaluated.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Being evaluated

RECOMMENDATION 38: The Board should consider mounting a public relations campaign to improve the overall image of Metropolitan and increase public awareness of the MWD's importance and role in providing water supplies in an economically and environmentally sensitive manner.

RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.
The combined media markets of San Diego, the Inland Empire, Orange County and Los Angeles are the most expensive markets to reach in the U.S. A number of advertising agencies have advised us over time that an annual advertising budget of at least one million dollars would be necessary. Lesser amounts are wasted as the advertising is lost in the "clutter" of all other ads. The Board would have to agree to this funding level which cannot be recommended at this time. Million dollar ad campaigns by government agencies tend to generate criticism unless tied to immediate water shortages.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Being evaluated by Metropolitan/Member Agency External Affairs Steering Committee

RECOMMENDATION 39: D) Agency level recommendations:
MWD should maintain and expand its ongoing outreach efforts to member agencies to help allay concerns that the organization is inbred, aloof, or disinterested in other groups' opinions.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The General Manager is strongly committed to expanding member agency outreach efforts including the establishment of a customer service program. Specific details of the effort are being developed in the second half of the year. Monthly member agency meetings with the General Manager, involvement as a partner in the Strategic Assembly and creation of the Metropolitan/Member Agency External Affairs Steering Committee are examples of such efforts.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%

RECOMMENDATION 40: A networking program should be regularly maintained between member agencies and Metropolitan to establish the most effective means for mobilizing and sustaining support for urban water concerns. A crucial issue for Metropolitan and its member agencies is to determine how best to allocate political roles such as developing support groups for water policy issues or approaching key decision makers in Sacramento and Washington. The MWD should sponsor a networking campaign to develop consensus about the external relations functions it can best carry out itself, and those for which member agencies should assume primary responsibility.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Metropolitan/Member Agency External Affairs Steering Committee will coordinate a joint outreach and advocacy program.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%
RECOMMENDATION 41: Publish a quarterly newsletter that includes a legislative column.

RESPONSE: Agree in concept that Metropolitan needs to promote its image and issues.

The Sacramento and Washington legislative offices currently provide monthly newsletters on key items to the Board and member agencies.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: To be implemented
BUSINESS PRACTICES

RECOMMENDATION 42: Establish task and productivity benchmarks to derive staffing requirements.

In coordination with rationalizing Metropolitan's job classification system, MWD should conduct a thorough review of the specific tasks and productivity levels for each of its functions.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan has launched a job classification study of the field supervisors and MAPA employees. In addition, Metropolitan has established a Productivity Council to develop benchmark of task requirements for agency functions is linked to Information Services Strategic Plan.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 20%

RECOMMENDATION 43: Systematically justify, and regularly review, staff appropriation requests.

Objective task and performance standards should be used to determine staffing needs and to authorize appropriations. Planned and actual productivity, functional demands and staff utilization should be constantly reevaluated to define as precisely as possible the minimum effective staff complement required to meet MWD needs.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Staffing requests receive multiple reviews. On an annual basis, staffing requests are justified and reviewed as part of the formal budget process. Staffing levels in many divisions are determined by the number of hours required to accomplish project tasks. In other divisions, the volume of transactions is often used. For additional positions to be approved, a long-term strategic need must be identified; it must be demonstrated that non-value added activities have been eliminated; and that the activities to be performed by additional personnel will result in continuous improvement. In the future as productivity benchmarks are developed and refined, these will also be used to define staffing levels.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%

RECOMMENDATION 44: Establish an explicit Board policy for permanent and temporary employee staff increases.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Board's current policies on staffing include budget controls on both the permanent and temporary workforce, for both capital and O&M work. Permanent employees and District-hired temporary employees are subject to authorized personnel limits which are adopted each year as part of the budget, and may be altered from time to time by action of the Board. Agency temporaries are regulated by budget line item, and through the Board's quarterly authorization to allow the General Manager to expend budgeted funds.
PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 45: Systematically explore opportunities for cost-effective outside contracting for operational requirements. MWD should consider to what extent it can contract efficiently for certain of its functions, including those that are now extensively met with temporary or other non-standard employees.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As part of the managing dollars program, Metropolitan is pursuing opportunities for cost-effective outside contracting.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 46: Continue to implement the Beck Report and Peer Review recommendations, including: (1) the realignment and streamlining of the Operations Division; (2) Developing a 3-5 year operational plan setting forth the Division's overall goals and priorities; and (3) computerizing all functions, especially in field offices.

RESPONSE: The Beck Report made a number of recommendations regarding the Operations Division organization, practices and philosophies, and procedures that were revisited by the Peer Review Committee. Most of the recommendations contained in the Beck Report were validated by the Peer Review Committee and a few of the recommendations were modified, or extended slightly. The following is an initial summary of responses to those recommendations as well as brief action plans where appropriate.

REC. 46 Cont'd: That the Operations Division continue to revisit and implement recommendations in the Beck Report.

RESPONSE: The Operations Division is continuing to work on the implementation of the Beck Report as outlined initially in a July 28, 1992 report to the Board.

REC. 46 Cont'd: That the Operations Division develop a 3-5 year operation plan setting forth the Division's overall goals and priorities.

RESPONSE: In November 1993, the Chief of Operations formed a Strategic Planning Operations Team whose task was to establish a process and a framework for developing a Strategic Plan at the division level. That work was completed in February 1994. The process, upon review and approval, will be distributed to the Operations Division for implementation. The resulting Branch level efforts will then be incorporated into the Division Strategic Plan.

REC. 46 Cont'd: That the Operations Division should computerize all functions, especially in field offices.
RESPONSE: A decision to standardize the Operations Division on the Windows 3.1 computing environment was reached in November of 1993. Subsequently a review of all of the Operations Division business computing equipment was undertaken during January of this year to determine whether the Division had the computing hardware to support that decision. The result of the survey is that the Division will budget for approximately 110 new computers. In addition to supporting the division standard operating environment, these machines will be required to support the new computer applications associated with the Information Systems Phase One effort. These computers will be extracted from the Operations operating equipment budget and presented as a special budget item. Efforts are currently underway to develop an information model of the Operations Division which will serve as the basis for identifying information needs and establishing automated processes for satisfying those needs.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Implementation underway

RECOMMENDATION 47: Continue and expand the maintenance management activities review. The current review of MWD's maintenance management activities should be fully supported and completed as soon as possible. Similar examinations of the precise work requirements, productivity standards and derivation of staff and cost needs should be performed for each of Metropolitan's other major operational functions.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Operations Division is working with the Information Systems Division staff to coordinate the implementation of Phase I of ISD's Strategic Plan. Maintenance Management will be given the highest priority.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 48: In addition to ongoing Board audits, and occasional outside or management consultant reviews, the MWD should consider implementing regular efficiency audits on at least an annual basis to assure that optimal organizational and managerial efficiency is maintained.

RESPONSE: Evaluating recommendation.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: Being evaluated

RECOMMENDATION 49: Thoroughly review the Engineering Division's organizational structure. A complete organizational review of the Engineering Division--now in the planning stage--is overdue and should be conducted to streamline and rationalize operations wherever possible.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

In 1989, the Engineering Division engaged a consultant (Touche Ross) to conduct an assessment of the staffing strategies and the use of engineering consultants within the Division. Now that the consultant's recommendations are in place and the Capital Improvement Program is underway, the assessment of the Division will continue with a comprehensive analysis of the Division's organizational and management structure, reporting relationships, and work flows.

The RFP to procure consultant services was issued in late April 1994, and the consultant's final report will be delivered in December 1994.

Following receipt of the consultant's report, Engineering will prepare an Action and Implementation Plan to provide guidelines for implementing the consultant's recommendations. The Plan is scheduled for release in February 1995.
PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 25%

RECOMMENDATION 50: Increase the scope and function of the Quality Control Branch. The Quality Control Branch should be adequately staffed, develop standardized protocols for all of MWD's engineering activities, and uniformly coordinate project reviews.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The initial objective of the Engineering Quality Control Branch was the formalization of existing standards, technical methods, construction specifications, and standard operating procedures. The current status of this effort is as follows: of the 14 identified Engineering Management and Design Manuals, nine have been issued (64%); of the 15 identified Engineering Support Manuals, eight have been issued (53%); and all of the Facility Design Manual(s) are still in development.

While this work continues, greater emphasis will be placed toward long-term objectives: training staff in the use of the procedures; developing new methods and procedures to improve the quality of the work and facilitate performing the work; monitoring compliance to the standards; and seeking the best path toward Total Quality Management. Progress under current staffing conditions will not reach long-term objectives in less than two years.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 51: Additional temporary employees associated with the capital improvement and other programs should be hired subject to detailed, precise contracts with definite duration terms. The Task Force disagrees with the Peer Review recommendations to increase regular rather than temporary staff to deal with short- to mid-term increased work loads, and recommends instead that additional personnel should be hired subject to detailed, limited-duration contracts. At the very least, MWD should develop a consistent policy for dealing with the massive influx of temporary employees currently planned to meet capital improvement program requirements.

RESPONSE: The Engineering Division agrees with the need to standardize the temporary employee program and invoke precise contracts and definite employment terms. In this regard, the Division is proposing Limited-Term Employee Program to address the issue of providing employment contracts for temporary employees who are primarily assigned to the Capital Improvement Program. These contracts will provide for a defined term of employment, uniform benefits, and working conditions for all temporary and regular employees, adjusted to account for temporary status, as required. Discussions with division managers and Human Resources staff will occur in 1994, with a final proposal scheduled for action by management by the end of the year.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: To be implemented

RECOMMENDATION 52: Develop and implement consultant management, supervisory, project management, and field inspection training programs for engineering personnel.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Engineering Division concurs with the value of expanding training for its staff in the areas of consultant, staff, and project management, but not in field inspection activities. Formal training has been provided to Engineering by the Human Resources Division in many aspects of supervision, whereas the
Engineering Division has conducted its own Bottom-Line Project Management Program to provide engineers with skills in project management. The Division wishes to increase training programs for staff in areas that will contribute toward improving supervisory skills and project management techniques. This effort will enhance the implementation of three management manuals by the Quality Control Branch, that will be used as part of the Engineering Division's internal training program.

In the area of field inspection training, the Engineering Division believes that, because of the thoroughness and level of precision of District construction specifications, the need for formal training provided from outside the District is not warranted. Instead, on-the-job training provided by experienced personnel, as the need arises, is the best course of action.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 10%

RECOMMENDATION 53: Develop and implement a value engineering program and standards to review project plans and assure that the most cost-effective designs are employed in MWD projects.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Engineering Division strongly supports increasing and formalizing its current value engineering efforts. The Division has informally conducted value engineering analysis as part of completing preliminary engineering activities, primarily on major capital projects. Evaluations of design and construction options, with respect to initial construction and procurement and life-cycle costs, are performed on a comparative basis.

Development of an expanded Value Engineering Program for the Division is underway. The Quality Control Branch is examining similar programs already used in this and other industries, and evaluating short courses in Value Engineering. Development of the new Value Engineering Program will be implemented with the final design of the Inland Feeder scheduled to be completed in mid 1996. Traditional value engineering studies will be conducted for key components of the facilities, and a special Value Engineering Review Panel, including outside technical specialists, will convene periodically to make value engineering assessments and recommendations.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 54: Carefully review and implement where warranted the Peer Review Engineering Division recommendations. The Peer Review Committee made a number of recommendations regarding the Engineering and Operations divisions' philosophies, practices and procedures in its report issued November 2, 1993. The following is a summary of responses to those recommendations, as well as action plans, where appropriate. A more complete report on the Peer Review recommendations and responses is contained in a January 25, 1994 report to the Board.

That the Engineering Division organization structure be scrutinized to minimize duplication and that a strong, secondary Project Manager structure be formalized and used by the division.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Engineering Division has given close scrutiny to all of the recommendations provided by both the Blue Ribbon and the Peer Review Committees and is implementing those recommendations. The Division developed its own Engineering Division Commitment Program which encompasses an action plan, scope of work, personnel assignments, and due dates for every committee recommendation. Division management meets routinely on the Commitment Program to discuss each item, and reallocates resources, as required, to complete all work in a timely manner.
REC. 54 CONT'D: That the construction phase management arrangements be reviewed in the light of the general concepts in Section 6.3 of the Touche-Ross report.

RESPONSE: The Engineering Division instituted a Project Manager and Project Engineer approach on all projects in 1989 in response to the Touche-Ross report. An assessment of this approach will be included in the consultant's analysis of the Division's organization that will be completed in December 1994.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That top managers be given training in implementation of project management, and mid-managers and staff be given additional reinforcement in that activity.

RESPONSE: Engineering has developed a mainframe-based Project Management Information System (PMIS) for use in the division that is continuously refined. Comprehensive training in project management has been provided for approximately 70 management and staff personnel, and additional training will be provided as necessary.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That management review the R. W. Beck Report periodically and continue efforts to full implement many of the recommendations.

RESPONSE: Operations continue to review past studies and implement changes when necessary. Many of the Beck report recommendations have been implemented. The division hired Dembrowski and Associates in order to review the levels of supervisory layers within its ranks and to make recommendations for increasing the upward mobility of new employees in the Division. This study was completed and the recommendations are being implemented.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That Metropolitan demonstrate its leadership by emphasizing a committed, proactive effort to increasing workforce diversity.

RESPONSE: Operations began a 15-week program which targeted unemployed women and minorities. The program included training and mentoring for the individuals who were hired as temporary employees. Several have since been hired as permanent staff. The division began a work/study program which allows minority and women students to work full time for six months and go to school the following six months.

Engineering began implementing a Minority Recruitment Action Plan in October, 1993. The on-going program includes targeted advertising for job openings, minority internships and mentoring, participation in activities of the Minority Engineering Programs at three universities, a work/study program, minority scholarships in engineering, and diversity and interviewer-rater training for division employees. A budget of $60,000 has been established for this program in 1994-95.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That the Engineering Division review its staffing plan for the work remaining in the Capital Improvement Program with the goal of reducing the use of temporaries and optimizing the amount of in-house design consistent with consideration of maintaining staff expertise and minimizing staffing fluctuations. (The Blue Ribbon Committee disagreed with the Peer Review Committee on this recommendation.)

RESPONSE: Since September 1989, the Engineering Division has utilized a mix of regular and temporary employees, along with consultants and part-time help and overtime to accomplish work on the ongoing expansion program. The purpose of this approach is to ensure that, at the end of the Capital Improvement Program, the District maintains a highly skilled engineering force while avoiding overstaffing and layoffs. The division reviews its use of temporary employees and consultants annually; this topic will be addressed in the organization study it is conducting.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That the System Overview Study (or the CIP) be updated annually, and that sunk and project costs be presented for various elements of each project.
RESPONSE: Engineering will produce a special report each year after the Capital Budget has been completed, that provides actual and committed costs (sunk costs) for each program.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That the Engineering and Operations divisions establish value engineering programs, partially utilizing outside teams, to analyze significant projects, programs, and/or cost centers with the goal of maximizing the return on Metropolitan's investment.

RESPONSE: Although the Engineering Division currently uses value engineering concepts, it will review the current use of value engineering by June 1994, which will lead to a more structured program. In March 1994, a special value engineering team made up of representatives from general contractors, consultants, and the District reviewed the design criteria for the Inland Feeder. The Engineering and Operations divisions are sponsoring valuable engineering training courses to enhance the expertise of their employees. Afterwards they will develop procedures to enhance use of value engineering for evaluating significant projects in both divisions.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That a value analysis be performed to compare filtration processes and to balance costs and benefits.

RESPONSE: Engineering, Operations and Water Quality will continue their value analysis process which includes a review of Metropolitan's design criteria for water treatment plants, including the filtration process. The divisions will reevaluate factors which led to their current uniform process design criteria to incorporate changes which have occurred since 1989, such as new and anticipated regulations and process changes at Metropolitan plants, and incorporate them into future value analyses to continue an up-to-date balance of costs and benefits.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That Metropolitan, in consultation with an Advisory Committee from member agencies, thoroughly develop treatment alternatives and scheduling options for complying with new water quality regulations and perform a value analysis of these alternatives.
RESPONSE: An interdivisional task force to investigate integrated treatment strategies to meet new water quality regulations. Also a Member Agency Advisory Committee will be assembled to provide input from member agencies impacted by treatment alternatives recommended for each plant by the task force.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That a set of criteria be developed for decision making as to what fabrication should be handled by the machine shop, and what work should be procured outside.

RESPONSE: After staff complete the value engineering course, they will assess the criteria used for evaluating each new fabrication job before the "make/buy" decision is made. Staffing in the shop will be reviewed annually to ensure that the requisite skills are maintained to respond to all anticipated emergencies without overstaffing.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That Metropolitan should seriously consider the potential of moving to a centralized control system, and removing the live in employees (and their families) from the pumping plants with the goal of phased conversion to unattended desert pumping plants.

RESPONSE: An interdivision task force will be assembled to consider the ramifications of these recommendations. The task force will report to an oversight committee composed of top district staff and representatives of members agencies who will evaluate recommendations of the task force.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That a continuous and vigorous review of the Domenigoni Reservoir Project and implementation of opportunities to reduce cost without jeopardizing ultimate completion of a safe, efficient and operable project.

RESPONSE: A primary task of the reservoir project program management consultant is to review all design sub-contracts and invoices for contract compliance and all designs for cost effectiveness. Invoices are reviewed in detail by the consultant and questionable charges are outlined in memorandums to the Program Manager for consideration and action. Many other preemptive steps have been taken to manage, control and reduce costs on the project.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That opportunities be found to present a more proactive environmental commitment.

RESPONSE: Projects such as the regional environmental planning and mitigation for the Domenigoni Valley Reservoir, the Inland Feeder, Mills Plant Expansion No. 2, San Diego Pipeline No. 6, and Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plans (MSHCP) at Lake Skinner and Lake Mathews demonstrate Metropolitan’s efforts in this area. Additional opportunities will be sought.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That management continue its efforts to reduce the secondary staffing assignments required by the first responder program.

RESPONSE: An evaluation of the policy concerning the First Responder Program will be completed, and significant changes will be recommended resulting in a program that makes more effective use of personnel and reduces the manpower requirements for training.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That a high priority be given to implementation of the maintenance management system and those features of the "corporate" system needed to support it.

RESPONSE: Operations is working with the Information Systems Division staff to coordinate the implementation of Phase I of ISD's Strategic Plan. Maintenance management will be given the highest priority.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That adequate, current computer equipment be purchased by the Operations Division and that emphasis be placed upon computer training program, and computer self-study courses.

RESPONSE: Operations began a computer upgrade plan in 1993 that would eventually upgrade all computers to 486-class; however, because of District financial constraints, only a portion of these were
purchased. The 1995-96 division budget will allow for more upgrades. These computers will increase the size of the user-base from about 400 to 500 of the division's approximately 980 employees.

Computer training is ongoing in the division and Operations continuously develops small custom applications for special needs. A user group within Operations recommends standards and looks for opportunities to improve productivity via automation.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That a high priority be assigned to the design and completion of a model SCADA system for the Colorado River Aqueducts, member agency meter stations, and the regional storage, treatment, and distribution system.

RESPONSE: A SCADA system for Metropolitan has been developed by JWP Controls, Inc. In February 1994, a letter requesting authorization to procure a CRA SCADA system was approved by the Board. Test installations for a program that will provide remote reading of service connection meters will begin in the summer of 1994. Complete implementation will be realized by 1996.

REC. 54 CONT'D: It would be unproductive to contract out large amounts of maintenance activity.

RESPONSE: With regard to electrical and mechanical maintenance of the systems and components of the treatment and pumping plants and the distribution system, the Operations Division concurs with this conclusion. Less critical maintenance, such as custodial services, will continue to be contracted.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That management training of all employees in the supervisory and management hierarchy be as high a priority as is technical training.

RESPONSE: In both divisions, supervisors have attended a wide variety of management, supervision and leadership courses offered by the Personnel Division. Most employees have attended the "Seven Habits of Highly Effective People" program. For field employees, high quality training programs are made available at local work sites.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That Metropolitan should strive to maintain its capability in assigning multiple responsibilities in a given classification.

RESPONSE: The Operations Division utilizes multi-disciplinary skills and abilities in its workforce. This has reduced costs, led to greater efficiency and improved emergency response capabilities. Engineering cross trains its personnel and monitors job descriptions to keep them from becoming excessively specialized and restrictive. Also, Engineering has promoted and implemented programs to move key personnel from design to construction.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That any requests for funds for more space (field offices, facilities, equipment and supplies) should be given serious consideration.

RESPONSE: All requests for additional space are given serious consideration; however, some requests for new or expanded facilities have been deferred because of budget constraints. Engineering and Operations are making a concerted effort to better identify and resolve requests for additional space.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That Metropolitan actively seek the input of member agencies, and consciously take it into consideration when making decisions.

RESPONSE: Engineering and Operations participate in Member Agency Managers Meetings through presentations and discussions of projects. In Operations, a team is assigned to further develop its customer
service philosophy. Member agencies are involved in the selection and evaluation group for implementing the Maintenance Management System. Engineering meets with individual agency representatives on small projects, such as service connections, and with multiple agencies on larger projects. The Chief Engineer is the initial contact person for the interested member agency on appropriate technical issues of an engineering project.

REC. 54 CONT'D: That a high priority be given to implementation of the maintenance management system and those features of the "corporate" system needed to support it.

RESPONSE: Operations is working with the Information Systems Division staff to coordinate the implementation of Phase I of ISD's Strategic Plan. Maintenance management will be given the highest priority.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 20%

RECOMMENDATION 55: Substantially improve smaller scale professional service and vendor contracts, administration and monitoring. Metropolitan should adopt policies and standards to improve the definition, bidding, selection, tracking, and cost controls associated with smaller scale professional service and vendor contracts. To increase competition for such contracts, a pool of pre-qualified firms, including M/WBE and DBE companies, should be maintained for mandatory bid solicitations.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Engineering Division agrees with the first part of the recommendation and has disseminated policies and procedures regarding professional service contracts. Improvement has been made in the definition, solicitation/bidding, selection, tracking and cost-control process as it relates to professional services and construction contracts. This has been accomplished through the formulation and implementation of policies and procedures that have been a part of the A-Agreement for the Consultant Services Manual (which is scheduled to be revised and updated), the Business Outreach Procedures Manual, and the development and distribution of standard language for A-Agreements and RFPs. Engineering is also developing standard language for BFPs. However, we disagree with the second part of the recommendation regarding a "pool of pre-qualified firms," as we do not believe that this will serve to increase competition for such contracts, especially with reference to Minority- and Women-owned businesses. Rather, requiring the use of an RFP process, coupled with requirements for advertisement, will increase the competition for such contracts. These administrative procedures have been instituted with the implementation of the Business Outreach Program.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%
RECOMMENDATION 56: Streamline consultant contract set-up process, particularly in the Engineering Division. Present consultant contract processes should be rationalized and the many levels of review consolidated.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As a result of the implementation of the A-Agreements for Consultant Services Manual, the Engineering Division has streamlined many of the procedures for setting up professional consultant contracts. Review has been "pared down" to expedite the agreement process and still maintain consistency and review for purposes of ensuring compliance with District policies and procedures. In addition, management no longer reviews contracts prepared for other divisions.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 80%

RECOMMENDATION 57: Establish baseline Contract Administration staffing requirements and estimate additional needs in light of the capital improvement program and other possible functional expansions.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Engineering Division has submitted a request for two additional positions in the Fiscal Year 1994/95 Budget for the Engineering Services Section to handle the additional administrative requirements, including those requirements of the Business Outreach Program, relating to construction and professional service contracts, especially in light of the Capital Improvement Program.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 40%

RECOMMENDATION 58: Standardize legal contract texts and request for proposal formats.

RESPONSE: Agree with the recommendation.

The process has already commenced on the standardization of legal contract provision and request for proposal formats. In March of 1994, the following reference documents were prepared and distributed to standardize documents: 1) standard RFP language for consulting services, 2) standard A-Agreement for consulting service contracts; and 3) Business Outreach Procedures. Training for all the new standardized documents is in progress.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 80%

RECOMMENDATION 59: Review the de-facto permanent staff hiring freeze and use of temporary employees and consultants to establish justifiable baseline permanent staff requirements.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The permanent personnel complement has been held at 2,166 positions for approximately three years. This has resulted in not only a tighter operation, but also an expanded use of temporary employees and consultants. To address this issue, the theme of the 1994-95 budget is "managing dollars". The budget is focusing on dollars as opposed to personnel count. In some instances, costs can be reduced by converting temporary employees and consulting services to permanent positions. Priority will be given to those conversions where: (a) the division shows evidence of temporary employee and consulting reductions; (b) the division shows evidence of other measures and realignments to build efficiency; and (c) there is on-going dollar savings and long-term strategic need for the position. This effort, along with the development of benchmarks, will provide a foundation upon which baseline permanent staffing requirements can be developed.
PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 60: Improve the speed and efficiency of vendor and service provider payments for completed services or delivered goods in conjunction with the Information Services upgrade and other productivity enhancement efforts.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Improvements will occur with the Phase I Accounts Payable Timeframe in the 2nd quarter of 1995.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 61: Continue to reiterate the need for re-engineering of tasks both to improve overall productivity and to accomplish the Information Systems upgrade.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Re-engineering of core business processes is a fundamental component of the work approved in October 1993 to accomplish Phase One of the Information Systems Strategic Plan. In conjunction with the implementation of the software packages, new business practices will be defined and introduced to the organization. Fundamental changes to the chart of accounts, the financial reporting process and the procurement process will be part of the Phase One Program.

Productivity improvement is a corporate goal at the District and continues independent of any specific automation project, such as Phase One. All divisions are charted to pursue productivity improvements and a Productivity Council has been established and chartered to address the following:

- Productivity measurement
- Training in productivity
- Establish guidelines and reporting standards for productivity projects
- Work force preparation

The Executive Council provides overall coordination and oversight to activities related to re-engineering and organizational change. Both the Phase One Steering Committee and the Productivity Council report to the Executive Council. In addition, other productivity and automation efforts, such as the Maintenance Management System project, have established steering committees which report to the Executive Council. There is a high degree of cross membership and overlap among the various groups that serves to facilitate an understanding of broad issues and impacts related to re-engineering. The result is greater coordination and understanding of interrelationships between the various efforts.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 62: Continue to recognize and manage potential resistance to Information Services system change.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

MWD's management and the project staff overseeing the implementation of new information systems applications recognize the importance of addressing resistance to change. Achieving the full benefit associated with the new applications will necessitate significant changes to current business functions. To address these concerns the project has incorporated the following:
• Project level steering committees composed of end users representing a broad range of divisions across the organization.

• Clear program wide goals and objectives that define the success criteria for all aspects of the program. Clear and well-focused goals along with effective benefit tracking will ensure that the maximum benefit of this investment is realized.

• Wide spread continuous communication through project status reports, presentations to management and program newsletters.

• The program staff is in the process of developing a strategy for work force transformation to address such issues as worker re-training and downsizing through attrition. The scope of this effort includes redefinition of the roles related to managing information technology and business applications.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 63: Continue to solicit customer buy-in for the upgrade program.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Customer buy-in has been a constant area of focus for the upgrade program. Steering Committees at the project and program level will include representatives from all applications areas and from other parts of the organization, such as Engineering and Operations. Division managers for each of the major application areas have accepted overall responsibilities for the implementation projects. Application level projects will be managed by a project manager designated by the application area Division manager. The project will incorporate over 40,000 end user staff hours as direct contributors to defining overall requirements and revised work procedures. This represents the overwhelming majority of the internal labor hours committed to this projects.

There is strong support for the upgrade project throughout the various client organizations. The package selection process was driven by the client organizations and was based upon requirements derived from a broad user base. The selection process is representative to the high level of involvement and ownership that the user community has in the Phase One Program.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 64: Board compensation policy. The Board should approve a compensation and benefits policy for Metropolitan. The policy should explicitly define the agencies against which MWD wages and benefits are to be compared, and state whether, and to what extent, Metropolitan salaries are to exceed comparable levels to improve staff recruitment or for other operational reasons.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

During 1994-95, staff will prepare a compensation and benefits policy for Board consideration based on comparable agency and position data.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 25%

RECOMMENDATION 65: Redefine and reduce job classifications. Specialized, unique job classes should be eliminated wherever possible in favor of broad work descriptions that are comparable with outside entities. Base wages and benefit levels should be established for each classification in accordance with Board policy, and adjusted as necessary with reference to objective performance and productivity standards derived from external comparisons.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

During the 1994-95 fiscal year, the Human Resources Division will revise the classification system with a goal of eliminating whatever possible unique job classifications in favor of Board work descriptions that are comparable with outside agencies.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 25%

RECOMMENDATION 66: Modernize employee and management evaluation system. Metropolitan needs to tie its compensation and benefit package to specific, performance-based measures of productivity at all levels of the organization. To accomplish this goal, it needs to restructure its employee evaluation process, set benchmark or specific targets for performance applicable to generic employee classifications and to management personnel, and make compensation and benefit adjustments based on the extent to which individual employees meet or exceed baseline goals.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The employees and management evaluation system will be revised during 1994-95 fiscal year by establishing a performance based pay system.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 25%

RECOMMENDATION 67: Link compensation policies with staff and organizational reviews. The MWD should coordinate its compensation and benefits policies with its organizational reviews, job classification improvements, and the development of a performance-based management system. Rather than impose artificial staff or wage limits, which may encourage the use of costly temporary workers, consultants or the substitution of COLA for meritorious compensation adjustments, Metropolitan should seek to accomplish its tasks at the lowest overall total expense. This may mean increasing the number of permanent employees, or paying especially productive workers more than they currently receive, depending on the precise work classification and performance standards the MWD develops through its workplace improvement and rationalization efforts.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The employees and management evaluation system will be revised during 1994-95 fiscal year by establishing a performance based pay system.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 68: The functions of the Board's Organization and Personnel Committee should be substantially enlarged to include enhanced, integrated oversight and policy planning for MWD compensation, organizational reform, and human resource improvements.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

We recommend that the Organization and Personnel Committee review its functions with a goal of enhancing its responsibilities.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 0%

RECOMMENDATION 69: Continue testing the disaster recovery plan, and develop a priority schedule ranking the immediate data and applications that should sequentially come on line according to 12-hour phases after a major service interruption.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As a result of the Northridge Earthquake, Metropolitan is reevaluating its disaster recovery plan and will make adjustments as necessary.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 70: Centralize and consolidate the equipment inventory and warehouse system to cut down on capital expenses attributable to excess inventory and warehouse capacity.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan's business systems reengineering and automation is now underway. In the materials management area, the goal is to cut the cost of inventory, handling, and warehousing, and to provide better service to line units. The approach under the Phase 1 program is to install a management information system which will facilitate master purchasing contracts, decentralized budgeting and ordering by those who will use the goods, just-in-time delivery of goods to the point of use (bypassing and eliminating warehousing), bar-code assisted receipt of goods, and automated matching in accounts payable of purchase order, receiver, and invoice. Those goods which are stored will be automatically entered into inventory through the bar-code software, and relieved from inventory when logged out.

Overall, this approach will reduce to a minimum the District's warehouse space, inventory on hand, obsolete inventory, costs of hand-counting inventory, and labor used to place and pick inventory, truck hauling between facilities, and spoilage. The schedule is to complete reengineering in June 1994, with full system implementation in January 1995. Interim progress will be made steadily, with the warehouse beginning to be decommissioned in September 1994.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%
RECOMMENDATION 71: Improve the fixed asset tracking system in conjunction with the Information Services upgrade to permit computerized scanning and record keeping for each asset item, regardless of location within MWD.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As part of the Phase 1 automation program, the Oracle inventory control system will be used in conjunction with bar-code scanning to facilitate the tracking and record-keeping for District assets. The schedule is to complete reengineering in June 1994, with full system implementation in January 1995.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 72: Centralize and automate the MWD's record keeping and retrieval function.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan's business reengineering envisions a central repository for District documents, and automation of their storage and retrieval. Electronic facsimiles will be used to place the documents "on-line" and eliminate the labor and expense of manual retrieval. An RFP has been issued for consulting services to advise on the best approach. Follow-up work will be brought to the Board of Directors for consideration of funding in the 1994-5 budget cycle, starting May 1994.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 60%

RECOMMENDATION 73: Revise the Administrative Code and investment policy.

RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.

At its meeting on February 8, 1994, the Board of Directors adopted a Statement of Investment Policy and appropriate revisions to the Administrative Code to allow the Treasurer to invest in five year securities, A rated corporate debt, asset backed securities and mortgaged backed obligations.

The investment policy has included prudent limitations on the amount of funds to be invested in any of these securities, but is generally consistent with the restrictions found in the State Code. These differences include a limit of 10% of the portfolio in asset backed securities and a 10% limit on mortgage backed obligations. Both asset backed and mortgage backed obligations are limited to 20% of excess funds by State Code. In addition, corporate debt must be rated AA or better, if the maturity is greater than two years. Finally, the investments with maturities in excess of three years are limited to 10% of the portfolio.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 74: Actively manage the portfolio.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan's recent investment return of 4.0% is comparable to other local agencies including the San Diego County Water Authority (4.0%), Los Angeles County (3.6%), and the City of Los Angeles (4.3%). The Metropolitan portfolio is managed to meet cash needs. Efforts to improve management of the portfolio have included implementing a new investment accounting system on February 1, 1994 to provide for better accounting and analytical data. In addition, a cash forecasting model is being developed to further improve opportunities to manage the investment portfolio. This model and the accompanying improvements in investment process are expected to be completed by June 1994. Metropolitan's portfolio consists of operating, construction, debt service, and reserve and trust funds.
By the nature of Metropolitan's business, much of the portfolio must be invested in relatively short-term securities in order to meet cash needs. In addition, prudent investment of public funds requires active attention to safety, liquidity, and yield (in that order). Metropolitan is taking steps to more actively position the portfolio to take advantage of its expanded investment authority and be more responsive to changes in investment opportunities. But, the portfolio will still be managed as primarily a buy and hold portfolio, with interest in investing to meet cash needs and not for speculative or trading purposes.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 75: Establish a special investment policy committee of the Board to review MWD investment strategies on a monthly basis.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The Board's Finance and Insurance Committee reviews investment performance on a monthly basis. This review is a summary of the yield and investment earnings for the month and consists of a high level review of portfolio performance. In addition, investment performance is provided to the Board as part of the General Manager's monthly report and the Treasurer's monthly report. Further, investments are reviewed by the General Counsel's office and the Auditor for compliance with state code and Metropolitan's Statement of Investment Policy and Administrative Code. Finally, Metropolitan has established an Investment Committee chaired by the Director of Finance, and consisting of representatives of those Divisions that have impact on investment decisions.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 76: Develop and implement a multi-year MWD budget system.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

In 1993-94, a three-year estimate was included in the budget for major revenue and cost categories. The three-year forecast was expanded in the 1994-95 budget to show divisional capital and O&M costs. The master schedule for the capital improvement program provides the basis for estimating labor costs for new facilities, and the Strategic Plan is the foundation for developing out-year objectives upon which professional services and other labor requirement are being developed. In addition, a ten-year forecast of major cost categories will be provided. Multi-year forecasts' provide policy information about future District goals, objectives, and costs; and how those policies translate into projected water rates and charges.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 77: Implement standard interim operating statement and financial reporting protocols as soon as possible in conjunction with the Information Systems upgrade and with other functional improvements as required.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Will implement as part of Phase I by 2nd quarter 1995.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 78: Redraft, update business conduct policies. The Board should adopt a new set of business conduct policies defining fundamental organizational ethical and behavioral standards. Particular attention should be paid to defining guidelines regarding nepotism, individual use of Metropolitan resources, and conflict of interest rules pertaining to MWD's professional service contracting.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The General Manager concurs with the overall recommendation of Business Conduct Policies. Due to the wide range of recommendations, the General Manager has prioritized the issues. In January, a value statement was distributed district-wide. The purpose of the documents was to articulate and reinforce the core corporate value.

Staff developed a Nepotism policy which is now in place. Staff has prepared a preliminary code of ethics statement in conjunction with a standardized investigation procedure for alleged fraud and misconduct that will be finalized in 1994.

The other issues such as conflict of interest and proper use of district materials and other resources will be addressed over the next year.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 79: Adopt an R&D development policy. The MWD should adopt a more aggressive policy concerning the use of technology, equipment, or other know-how that it develops with its own funds. Possible strategies might include the licensing or sale of Metropolitan’s proprietary knowledge and hardware to third parties subject to a procurement fee or commission, or providing such technology to regional producers within the MWD’s service area subject to explicit agreements to develop marketable, locally manufactured products or services for the global water industry.

RESPONSE: Agree with the recommendation.

Adoption of an R&D development policy to capitalize on internally developed intellectual properties (patentable equipment, materials, methods, or processes) deserves cautious deliberation following a situation assessment by a knowledgeable consultant. The potential issues include:

a. probable benefits of a program to support such a policy,

b. cost and staff to set up and support the program,

c. impacts on the creative staff members; patent releases for incumbents and new staff; work-rule changes to prove origination; provide incentives,

d. work-flow changes to identify candidate properties early in their creation,

e. accounting and work-flow changes to monitor costs of candidate properties and the program; and

f. impacts on consultant agreements.

Consultant assessment will be initiated by October 1994.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 10%

RECOMMENDATION 80: Consider local business development procurement strategies. Although sophisticated efforts to use public procurement dollars as a regional economic stimulus are still in their infancy, the MWD should consider ways that it can leverage its contracts to generate regional industrial benefits. This is especially desirable because Metropolitan does not receive substantial federal or state funds that might limit its regional development efforts. The objective would be for the MWD to develop a contracting and business outreach program that could help stimulate regional business participation in the global water systems industry.

RESPONSE: Requires on-going evaluation.

Staff will identify and consult with companies with expertise in the development and implementation of this type of research and development programs. Evaluation is scheduled to be completed by the end of 1994.
PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 20%

RECOMMENDATION 81: Integrate a comprehensive facilities and space usage review into ongoing and recommended efforts to rationalize staff and functional requirements.

RESPONSE: See response to recommendation 104.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%
HUMAN RESOURCES & DIVERSITY

RECOMMENDATION 82: Continue to implement a performance-based management compensation system. Metropolitan should continue to develop a full-fledged, system-wide performance-based management system. Fundamental elements of such a system include: (1) revising, simplifying, and modernizing current MWD job classifications; (2) establishing standardized performance measures for each job class and quantifiable goals for each department and key management personnel; (3) conducting regular reviews of employee performance against such goals; and (4) linking pay and promotion decisions to objective performance results.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

An interim performance-based management compensation system has been developed and was implemented in a six-month trial phase. Staff is now developing a permanent pay-for-performance system for unrepresented employees. This program will be expanded and applied district-wide over the subsequent 18 months. To support such a system: (1) the first phase of a major study to revise the District’s job classifications has begun; (2) standardized performance measures for classifications and quantifiable goals for each department and key management personnel will be developed; (3) the General Manager now requires regular annual performance reviews of all employees; and (4) pay and promotion decisions will be linked to objective performance appraisals resulting from this process.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 40%

RECOMMENDATION 83: Develop and implement a succession plan. The achievement of Metropolitan’s strategic goals should be supported with a mid- to long-range succession plan that would systematically identify employees that meet or exceed performance goals, interview such stellar performers with respect to their own long-term interests in specific management positions, and then implement a plan for training and evaluating the employees’ development of the skills necessary to assume their desired future responsibilities.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

To support the establishment of a succession plan, and the accomplishment of other critical MWD objectives, an employee learning center is currently in the assessment and design phase. This center will provide self-directed and supervisory-directed resources to support MWD career development initiatives, internal educational and orientation programs, and individual employee development plans identified in the performance management process. Initial installation during FY 94-95 will be at San Dimas; establishment of an annex learning center at Two Cal Plaza is expected to follow.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 10%

RECOMMENDATION 84: Automate and improve personnel data and report generation. Metropolitan’s information systems program will automate many currently paper-intensive payroll and personnel functions. At the same time, the system should be constructed so that basic recruitment, interview, performance review, training, discharge, affirmative action, and demographic data can be easily entered and retrieved for planning purposes.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Automation and streamlining of Personnel’s paper intensive functions will be addressed with Phase One. Deliverables include: (1) an Interim Salmon/Evaluation Tracking System; (2) an Interim Medical System; (3) an Interim Disciplinary Action Tracking System; and (4) the Phase One HR/Payroll Project. These systems will all be in place by February 1995.
RECOMMENDATION 85: Develop and implement a recruitment plan. Metropolitan should standardize its recruitment testing and interview process so that each applicant for a particular job class is evaluated under substantially similar criteria. In addition, a core recruitment pool at colleges, water agencies and other appropriate institutions should be created and included in job requisition notices and other recruitment activities to increase the number and quality of applicants. To increase diversity, skills and applicant quality, as many positions as possible should be open to in-house and outside applicants.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Initial activities in the development of a more standardized recruitment testing and interview process include: (1) using available computerized hardware and software, begin development of a computerized "item bank" system for storage and retrieval of standardized written test and interview questions (April, 1994); (2) providing additional training to recruitment analysts in the areas of exam planning and job analysis, and (3) initiate meetings with Operations Division management to identify classifications where recurring examinations might be consolidated and establishing lists of qualified candidates would be feasible. To increase the number and quality of diversity applicants, a database of enhanced recruitment outreach resources is being created. Where permitted by collective bargaining agreement, jobs are posted concurrently inside and outside.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%}

RECOMMENDATION 86: Continue to improve new hire support and review.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The District's new employee orientation program is being enhanced and expanded to address job-site orientation support and new organizational initiatives. In FY 94-95: current Day II Orientation program will be expanded to a full-day workshop with broader scope; a job-site orientation program to accommodate individual divisions and facilities will be developed; and support to the field sites will be provided in conducting orientation for employees on rotating shifts and schedules. A new performance review program has already been implemented to evaluate probationary employees during the third month of service, so that potential problems can be identified and remediated.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 87: Consider drug testing and supplemental safety training for hazardous and sensitive duty personnel.

RESPONSE: Personnel is evaluating the feasibility of implementing drug testing for employees.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 10%

RECOMMENDATION 88: Monitor and track compliance with formal legal requirements, including ADA job description and immigration law compliance.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Metropolitan ensures compliance with formal legal labor requirements through audits of its compliance with mandates such as those related to injury and illness prevention and affirmative action/equal employment opportunity. Internal regulations and procedures are drafted to be in compliance with such requirements. Metropolitan's Office of General Counsel routinely monitors changes in federal and state legislation and regulations. Any changes with potential impact upon Metropolitan are brought to the attention of the General
Manager as well as involved divisions. Staff attorneys routinely monitor legal developments and notify the Personnel Division of changes in legal labor requirements. Both the General Counsel and the Human Resources Division subscribe to professional services and participate in organizations with a focus on ensuring public agency compliance with such requirements.

Metropolitan is now, and in the past, has been full compliance with I-9 documentation requirements. These requirements have been in effect since November 6, 1986. All employees hired on or after this date have been required to furnish the required documentation which is used to complete the I-9 form. There is no legal requirement to obtain this information from employees hired prior to this date. Compliance is ensured by a requirement that the documentation be furnished, and form completed on, or before, an employee's start date with Metropolitan. In certain cases, Metropolitan uses the services of employees from temporary service agencies.

In this event, the agency is legally required to comply with the I-9 documentation requirements.

REC. 88 CONT'D: The Report goes on to state that a possible problem may exist with respect to the federal American with Disabilities Act because Metropolitan job descriptions predate the Act, and some have not been revised as the Act requires.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

The process of analyzing Metropolitan’s job descriptions to ensure compliance with mandates regarding essential functions and physical requirements is underway. New job descriptions will be prepared in compliance with the Act’s requirements within the year.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%

RECOMMENDATION 89: Dramatically accelerate MWD’s structural and strategic commitment to affirmative action/equal employment opportunity objectives. To succeed in its diversity efforts, Metropolitan should substantially strengthen its affirmative action/equal employment opportunity functions and unambiguously support such programs at the highest levels. Senior management should explicitly “buy-in” to affirmative action/equal employment opportunity objectives, adopt the program’s values on an organizational basis, and the internal resources should exist to track, proactively fashion and then sustain such efforts. One possible organizational innovation would be to create a new Diversity Division, staffed by a senior, respected expert recruited from outside Metropolitan, that would combine MWD’s internal and external affirmative action/equal employment opportunity efforts and report directly to the General Manager.

RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.

Partially addressed with the creation of the Office of Diversity under the leadership of the newly appointed Executive Assistant for Strategic Policy Development, the strengthening of EEO staff with the addition of an Administrative Analyst and a Sr. Administrative Analyst, and the anticipated addition of support staff. As part of its efforts to gain “buy-in” at the senior management level, EEO staff has initiated a program of inviting division directors to make presentations relative to EEO issues in their divisions to the EEO Advisory Committee. Program’s values are delineated in the Strategic Plan which should facilitate acceleration of strategic commitment. Will be an on-going effort.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 90: Continue to improve affirmative action/equal employment opportunity tracking and reporting functions. Concurrent with the MWD’s information systems upgrade, affirmative action/equal employment opportunity data and analysis capabilities should be substantially improved. Essential information for monitoring and enforcing Metropolitan’s diversity goals include: (1) gender and ethnic wage and benefit differentials by job classification and tenure; (2) applicant and new entrant tracking by job classification, subsequent promotion and/or termination; (3) aggregate and functional area demographic profiles of the MWD;
and (4) training schedules and accomplishments. Current departmental tracking should be standardized and subject to analysis and feedback by affirmative action/equal employment opportunity staff.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Staff has already started to work on this to identify reporting/auditing needs. Staff has recently upgraded its personal computing equipment to support more sophisticated tracking systems. Staff will work with the personnel/information systems divisions to complete efforts as part of Phase One of the ISSP. Staff will include specific milestones in next six month goals.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 91: Develop and implement an affirmative action/equal employment opportunity succession and recruitment plan. Metropolitan should develop a series of short, mid- and long-range diversity and succession plans setting forth specific hiring and recruitment objectives. To increase the pool of qualified ethnic and female candidates, MWD should expand its affirmative action/equal employment opportunity recruiting on a national basis. Information about qualified candidates should be developed and maintained on an ongoing basis in minority and female applicant pools, and supplied to recruitment personnel for direct solicitation as staffing needs arise.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Succession plan being reviewed by the training and development section of the Human Resources Department. Specific diversity plans will be addressed as a part of revising the affirmative action plan and assessing the need for goals and timetables. Staff is presently developing an action plan for a district-wide outreach program.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 92: Proactively consider and implement innovative affirmative action/equal employment opportunity programs. MWD management should respond to, and proactively develop, innovative affirmative action/equal employment opportunity efforts such as proposals for a mentoring system, expanded internship opportunities, and more effective outreach programs to universities, colleges and other sources of trained ethnic and female employees.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation

Efforts in this area have accelerated during the past year. Examples of proactive measures include:

- Review of termination rates and the development of corrective measures for excessively high termination rates for minority probationary employees, including a mentoring program; and the development and implementation of a three-month performance evaluation procedure for probationary employees to increase the retention rate of minorities and women;

- Completion of updated labor market and utilization analyses to be used in updating Metropolitan’s Affirmative Action plan;

- Introduction of workforce diversity training; the Operations Division has provided a one-day session for its managers and the Human Resources Division has initiated a district-wide program in this area;

- Development of a district-wide Strategic Plan that incorporates Metropolitan’s commitment to increased emphasis on affirmative action;
Development of a customized action-oriented program for the Engineering Division in order to increase the representation of minority and women engineers;

Development and implementation of a sexual harassment

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 93: Coordinate affirmative action/equal employment opportunity improvements with other operational enhancements. MWD's efforts to improve such functions as its job classification scheme, staff complement analysis, temporary employee policies, data enhancements and regional business development strategies all will affect its ability to achieve affirmative action/equal employment opportunity goals. Part of the restructuring of Metropolitan's diversity programs should therefore involve dedicating staff to evaluate, and modify as necessary, ongoing changes throughout the organization with respect to affirmative action/equal employment opportunity objectives.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

This has been addressed with the newly created position and appointment of the Executive Assistant for Strategic Policy Development and focused briefings with the Management Executive Council.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 94: Continue to revise affirmative action/equal employment opportunity goals in light of 1990 and other appropriate demographic information and develop divisional-level affirmative action/equal employment opportunity goals.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

To be developed by the end of 1994.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 95: Enhance the significance and scope of MWD's business outreach and contract affirmative action program. As discussed in the affirmative action/equal employment opportunity recommendations summary, Metropolitan should greatly enhance the scope and importance of its business outreach and affirmative action efforts. One possibility is to create a new Diversity Division, staffed by a high-profile manager, that would combine all diversity functions and report directly to the General Manager. Regardless of the institutional form, top MWD managers and the Board should "buy-in" to business outreach and affirmative action goals, and personnel in charge of such programs should have the influence and ability to ensure that necessary operational adjustments be made throughout the organization.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

As of January 1994 MWD created an Office of Diversity under the leadership of the General Manager's Executive Assistant for Policy Development. The Business Outreach Program is now structurally placed within the Office of the General Manager.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 30%

RECOMMENDATION 96: Supplement the business outreach program staff. Current staff complements should be increased by at least two professional-level employees and one clerical/administrative slot. Future needs should be reevaluated as the program takes shape.
RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.

As of January 1994, an effort is underway by Human Resources to fill the second position within the Business Outreach office. The outside consultant’s contract has been concluded and a report is pending. Staffing needs will continue to be assessed as the program develops.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%  

RECOMMENDATION 97: Assess the legal authority for explicit race- and gender-based contract preferences. To avoid increasingly likely legal solicitations to permit outreach participation. To the extent feasible, contract administration should be simplified, standardized, and efforts made to create smaller scale procurements more appropriate for M/WBE firms. A current pool of M/W/DBE companies should be maintained so that small and large contract bids can be solicited on a consistent basis from such firms.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

Legal Counsel at MWD is currently assessing the District’s current goals setting procedures and the cost/benefit of a Disparity Study.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 25%  

RECOMMENDATION 98: Continue to improve vendor tracking and certification capabilities. Consistent with the information services upgrade, Metropolitan’s certification database should be substantially improved. Essential data includes the particular expertise, experience, licenses, bonding, ethnicity/gender and size of each firm, and records of the precise nature and contract amount of any work awarded by the MWD. A centralized, uniform coding system should be maintained for the vendor database. Draft certification standards should be revised to eliminate any possible conflict between M/WBE goals and the DBE objectives used in federal certifications.

RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

There are currently two vendor databases within MWD; one in Purchasing and one in Engineering. These databases are in the process of being combined under the auspices of the Purchasing Division. The coding utilized by the District will be the NIGP codes which are developed specifically for MWD. The current certification policy at the District is to accept the certifications of other agencies who provide certification under 49 CFR 23.53 which specifies MBE/WBE certification.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%  

RECOMMENDATION 99: Strengthen contract affirmative action compliance. Consistent with its policies, MWD should actively procure and analyze appropriate employment utilization reports from its vendors. Deficiencies in either affirmative action objectives or prevailing wage requirements should be enforced by the appropriate means. Metropolitan’s contract affirmative action requirements should be thoroughly reviewed in light of current best practices, with obsolete or legally questionable references modified or deleted as necessary. Challenges to race- and gender-based contract preferences, Metropolitan should carefully analyze whether it can justify such efforts under Croson and other applicable legal standards, including: (1) its express legal authority to develop race- and gender-based programs; (2) whether there exists adequate evidence of systematic racial or gender discrimination adversely affecting willing and able minority and female owned business that generates marked disparities in MWD contract awards; and (3) whether its race- and gender-based goals, including the 12/3% M/WBE standards, are adequately justified and narrowly tailored to redress the specific consequences of historical discrimination. MWD should also assess whether the legal benefits of a Croson disparity study would justify the costs.
RESPONSE: Agree with recommendation.

MWD’s contract requirements specify that all contractors must provide proof of either an Affirmative Action Plan or an Equal Opportunity Verification. Additionally, contractors are required to provide monthly reports on their hiring activities. MWD is currently reviewing a process whereby this information may be monitored and enforced.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 75%

RECOMMENDATION 100: Immediately enhance and improve race- and gender-neutral business outreach efforts. Irrespective of whether MWD can, or opts to, develop race- and gender-based contract preference programs, the organization should immediately enhance the generic business outreach functions applicable to all disadvantaged business entities, including M/WBE firms. Many such efforts are essential components of successful race- and gender-based programs, including: (1) capital assistance, in the form of loan guarantees or other fiscal support that facilitate DBE participation in MWD projects; (2) assistance with meeting bonding requirements, such as a bond guarantee program; and (3) technical assistance in project management, bid preparation, accounting, change orders, marketing, certification and other relevant contracting functions.

RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.

MWD is currently reviewing the possibility of project structuring, whereby larger projects are partitioned into smaller contracts. Additionally, MWD is planning to initiate technical assistance workshops for M/WBES to assist them in understanding the MWD contracting procedures and functions. For the Domenigoni Valley Reservoir Project, the District will be implementing an owner controlled insurance program for all bidders.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 101: Modify contract procedures to encourage M/WBE participation. The business outreach program staff should have the authority to develop and insert standardized, appropriate M/WBE and DBE business volume utilization guidelines into all MWD contracts. Contract administrators should be required to notify the program sufficiently in advance of impending solicitations to permit outreach participation. To the extent feasible, contract administration should be simplified, standardized, and efforts made to create smaller scale procurements more appropriate for M/WBE firms. A current pool of M/W/DBE companies should be maintained so that small and large contract bids can be solicited on a consistent basis from such firms.
RESPONSE: Agree with intent of recommendation.

The contracting procedures at the District are currently under review by the Executive Assistant to the General Manager to ensure that standardization of the contract language and proposer and timely notice procedures are implemented.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%
ISSUES NOT ADDRESSED IN REPORT

RECOMMENDATION 102: High level of equipment losses. Although a complete audit was not attempted, members of the Task Force were disturbed by the high level of Metropolitan's office equipment losses, which totalled over $1.36 million in 1988-91 alone, and occasional allegations of potentially improper employee conduct. Since 1991, Metropolitan has evaluated and instituted an improved inventory tracking system. The results of this improvement will not be quantifiable until the 1993 audit is complete. These matters may warrant an independent investigation by a competent entity, but such a review was outside the scope of the Task Force's activities.

RESPONSE: New equipment inventory being implemented by February 1995.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 50%

RECOMMENDATION 103: Labor relations. As discussed, the near-universal representation of Metropolitan staff by some form of collective bargaining unit means that labor relations will substantially affect the organization's flexibility, efficiency, and costs. The Task Force decided not to address MWD labor relations, however, because Metropolitan is now engaged in negotiations with its unions.

RESPONSE: Metropolitan has moved to a partnership arrangement with the collective bargaining units. Management meets with the bargaining unit leaders on a quality basis, has initiated a job reclassification study and negotiated with MAPA to forego overtime for a pay-for-performance system.

RECOMMENDATION 104: Headquarters Location.

RESPONSE: The Board authorized staff to conduct negotiations with Catellus Development Corporation.

PERCENT IMPLEMENTED: 100%

RECOMMENDATION 105: Board member selection. There is an ongoing concern about whether the Board selection process adequately generates representative, diverse leadership typical of the communities that make up the MWD's member agencies. The Task Force believes that this important matter is better addressed in other forums, including the state legislature.

RESPONSE: This is a legislative matter and neither staff or Board are in a position to implement changes. We will continue to evaluate changing conditions and be responsive to the public.

RECOMMENDATION 106: Board membership allocation. Many Task Force members were concerned about potential inequities that may arise as patterns of actual MWD water use increasingly diverge from the ad valorem criteria that currently governs the allocation and number of Board seats among member agencies. If less-dependent MWD water users control the Board under present allocation methods, for example, Metropolitan might be forced to initiate capital improvements for which other agencies more heavily dependent on MWD water—but which have less representation on the Board—will eventually be forced to pay. Should novel Readiness to Serve Charge, New Demand Charge, or other fixed revenue schemes be eventually put into place, the issue of membership allocation may become important for effective MWD governance should the pattern of actual water use increasingly diverge from member agency Board representation.

RESPONSE: This is a legislative matter and neither staff or Board are in a position to implement changes. We will continue to evaluate changing conditions and be responsive to the public.
RECOMMENDATION 107: Board oversight capabilities and functions. The general impression of the Task Force is that the Board's oversight functions may be less comprehensive than in previous periods. Despite a heavy meeting schedule, and numerous specialized committees and subcommittees, the Board often seems to be presented with limited options and choices for final approval largely defined and developed by MWD staff, rather than conduct an independent inquiry of the relevant matters. In addition to the specific areas identified in this Report where Board action is necessary to improve MWD operations—such as defining a specific compensation and hiring policy or playing a more active role in developing political support for urban water—it may be that more fundamental Board oversight issues also warrant comprehensive analysis.

RESPONSE: Management has made a priority for the next year to improve communication process with the Board and improving Board workshops, inspection visits, develop and implement an orientation program for new Board members.

RECOMMENDATION 108: Agency consolidation. Many Task Force members were concerned that the current structure of member agencies should be examined to improve MWD's activities and the efficient delivery of water to end users. Some agencies might profitably be merged or consolidated, a matter that should receive future consideration.

RESPONSE: No staff recommendation.
Blue Ribbon Committee Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Simonds (CHAIR)</td>
<td>The Robert Simonds Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grame Barty</td>
<td>Australian Trade Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruben Barrales</td>
<td>San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol S. Carmichael</td>
<td>California Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoram Cohen</td>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike D'Antuono</td>
<td>National Construction Alliance (Operating Engineers/Carpenters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Dunn</td>
<td>Orange County Business Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Estolano</td>
<td>Green For All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Garcia</td>
<td>California State University, Dominguez Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Geraty</td>
<td>La Sierra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald R. Gewe</td>
<td>Private Citizen, Water Industry Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Hanna</td>
<td>Hanna &amp; Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Hertzberg</td>
<td>Lawyer, Businessman and Community Activist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Lormon</td>
<td>Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves &amp; Savitch LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors Cabinet at Scripps Institute of Oceanography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Bar Association, Vice Chair, Climate Change Sustainable Development and Ecosystem Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Marcus</td>
<td>Natural Resources Defense Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia McClain Hill</td>
<td>Strategic Counsel PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunne McPeak</td>
<td>California Emerging Technology Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Meier-Wright</td>
<td>San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry O'Day</td>
<td>Environment Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Patzert</td>
<td>California Institute of Technology's NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Pisano</td>
<td>University of Southern California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MWD’s Member Agencies
Water Authority Background

- Wholesale water agency created by State Legislature in 1944
  - 24 member agencies
    - 6 cities
    - 14 water utility
    - 3 irrigation districts
    - 1 military base
- Service area
  - 920,000 acres
  - 97% of county’s population
  - Serves 3.2 million people
- $174 billion economy
San Diego County’s Water Supply Portfolio

1991
Population 2.49 mil
5%
Total = 578 TAF

2010 (Allocation Year)
Population 3.2 mil
Local Supplies 21%
Imported Supplies 79%
Total = 646 TAF
(includes conservation savings)

2020
Population 3.41 mil
Local Supplies 40%
Imported Supplies 60%
Total = 867 TAF
(includes conservation savings)

- Metropolitan Water District
- Imperial Irrigation District Transfer
- All American & Coachella Canal Lining
- Conservation
- Seawater Desalination
- Local Surface Water
- Recycled Water
- Groundwater
- Dry-Year Water Transfers
Metropolitan’s Business Model*
(*3/30/2010 RAND Presentation)

- Product: primarily imported water & secondarily local water sources
- Primary production technologies: State Water Project and Colorado Water Aqueduct
- Cost allocation = Average cost pricing across members; $701 per AF for treated water and $484 per AF for untreated
Why is it important for MWD to shore up its imported supplies?

- 55% of MWD’s service area needs are provided by MWD, remaining 45% are provided by member agencies.

- Over the years, MWD and its member agencies have developed an interdependent relationship to take advantage of SWP’s hydrologic cycles:
  - Storing excess water during wet years for dry years’ use.

- MWD has developed approximately 5 maf of storage capability in support of its imported water strategy:
  - Start of CY 2007, MWD had about 2.5 maf of water in storage
  - By January 2010, only 1.6 maf was left in storage.

- A broken Delta = stranded investments at MWD.
Water Supply Unit Cost Comparison
($/AF)

Graywater*
Stormwater
Seawater Desalination
Groundwater Demineralization
Recycling
Conservation

*Graywater data from RAND presentation April 2010
Supply Diversification

- MWD’s core competency: imported water
- Member agencies’ core competency: local supply projects
  - Member agencies have diverse needs
  - Solutions best done locally to fit needs
- Reduces risks for MWD and its member agencies
  - Can occur both within a “technology” (ag. to urban transfers) and using “multiple technologies” (recycling, conservation, etc.)
- If MWD expands into local projects development
  - How to account for member agencies’ diverse needs?
  - How to ensure projects are needed and paid for?
  - How to ensure equitable distribution of costs and benefits?
Critical Business Model Objectives

- Accentuate core competencies
- Financially sustainable
- Well accepted/desired
- Meet “customer” needs
  - Local autonomy
  - Financial investments
  - Reliability levels
Alternative Model – Choice Approach

- Disaggregate costs based on Core & Choice options
  - Core services (imported water; conveyance, transportation, and storage facilities; legislative and outreach)
    - Subscribed by all member agencies
  - Menu of optional services (treatment; regional supplies; “insurance” supplies, etc.)
    - Member agencies sign up and pay for services desired based upon individual needs
    - MWD develops projects based on member agencies’ commitment to pay
Financial Sustainability

MWD total revenue requirements

Revenue offsets

- Volumetric Rates
- Fixed charges
- Choice Services
Benefits of Choice Approach

- Ensures payments of MWD’s core supply obligations (i.e., SWP & CRA)
- Ensures MWD’s optional services have firm financial backing before development
- Improves MWD’s long-term financial sustainability
- Enables member agencies to have control of dollars and decisions and opportunities for new partnerships
- Includes close correlation of services and costs with payment obligations
Example: Choice Approach

- Agency A – Would like to invest in water use efficiency programs (i.e. conservation, recycling, etc.)

OR,

- Agency B – Would like to invest in larger water supply programs (i.e. seawater desalination)
Benefits of Choice Approach (cont.)

- Recognizes and complements member agencies’ diverse needs
- Places supply reliability and financial decision at local level
- Provides member agencies ability within an existing governmental framework to band together to accomplish larger projects to meet their direct needs
- Affords member agencies ability to chose locally preferred “technologies” to meet constituent needs
  - Recycling
  - Seawater desalination
  - Conservation
- Allows for local control of decisions for services (i.e. green, sustainable, renewables)
Questions

- Who “owns” the future supply “gap”?  
  - MWD?  
  - Member agencies?  
  - Shared?

- What are member agencies’ individual roles?

- How can MWD’s new Business Model…  
  - be sustainable?  
  - take into consideration member agencies’ shared roles?  
  - allow creative new partnerships and opportunities?  
  - ensure direct linkage of benefits and costs?  
  - guarantee member agencies’ commitment for new supply projects?
June 16, 2010

Attention: Imported Water Committee

Metropolitan Water District Program Report (Information)

Purpose
The MWD Program Report summarizes activities associated with the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) and other imported water agencies and organizations.

Discussion

Metropolitan Water District. This section provides a summary of key actions taken at the June 7 and 8 meetings of the MWD board of directors. The board next meets on July 12 and 13, 2010.

Key Principles in Determining Extraordinary Supplies Under MWD’s Water Supply Allocation Plan. In February 2008, the MWD board adopted a Water Supply Allocation Plan (WSAP), which included the formula for calculating member agencies’ allocation in times of shortage and how the allotment would be carried out. In April 2009 and again in May 2010, the board voted to put into effect the WSAP because of continuing supply challenges. As a result of extensive member agency discussions over the consequences to bring additional short-term supply to the member agencies allocation, this month, the board approved key principles to be considered in determining extraordinary supplies under the WSAP. The adopted policy principles clarified that the extraordinary supply will:

- have no negative impacts to other member agencies;
- be a specifically designed program intentionally created and operated as a means to improve a member agencies’ water supply during a WSAP implemented year;
- be intended for consumptive use only in a WSAP implemented year;
- provide supply in addition to existing regional supplies; and,
- fully document resource management actions.

The extraordinary supply designation provides significantly more benefit to the member agency in terms of total water supply available, because only a portion is included as local supply.

Fiscal Year 2010/11 Budget. Last May, the board approved the 2010/11 budget. At that time, the board also requested staff to return with an alternate budget reduction proposal to replace the restored $2.1 million Conservation Credits Program. Consequently, in light of improved State Water Project allocations, this month the board approved staff’s recommendation to reduce the water transfer funds by $1.7 million, the Operations & Maintenance budget’s travel and inspection trip expenses by $200,000, and consulting contract costs by $200,000. The total reduced 2010/11 budget expenditures is $2.1 million.

Water Supply Conditions for Allocation Year 2010/11. MWD staff updated the Water Planning and Stewardship Committee on water supply and demand conditions affecting the WSAP implementation for fiscal year 2010/11. Staff reported that the SWP Table A allocation was a key reason for setting the WSAP Level. Originally, in April, the WSAP was set at Level 2 due to a low allocation announcement of 20 percent. The allocation is now 45 percent with the potential of further increases. Because MWD has drawn upon stored water to augment its supplies, its storage
programs have dwindled. With the recent increased SWP Table A allocation, staff reports an opportunity to put into storage about 224,000 af of water supply. Staff also introduced four WSAP options to improve groundwater conditions, including: reducing the WSAP Level 2 for fiscal year 2010/11; creating a 5 percent allocation overuse buffer; creating a special class of allocation for groundwater replenishment under the WSAP; and maintaining the WSAP at Level 2 for fiscal year 2010/11, which allows flexibility in managing regional storage programs increasing the use of regional cyclic storage and conjunctive use programs. Staff plans to return in July for further consideration by the committee and board.

Other items discussed or approved by board committees or at the board meeting.

- Approval of membership dues for the Alliance for Water Efficiency, the Central Valley Salinity Coalition, CalDesal, the California Municipal Utilities Association, and the California Special Districts Associations;
- Approval of MWD Statement of Investment Policy, which permits the treasurer to continue managing MWD’s investment portfolio and earn a reasonable return on its investment;
- Authorization of payment for State Water Contractors and State Water Project Contractors Authority dues for fiscal year 2010/11;
- Approval of cost-sharing agreement for Colorado River Board funding and payment for support of Colorado River Authority efforts for fiscal year 2010/11;
- Amending the MWD Administrative Code to conform the Real Property & Asset Management Committee duties and functions; and,
- Expression of opposition, unless amended, to H.R. 5088 (Oberstar, D-MN) regarding the America’s Commitment to Clean Water Act.

Little Hoover Commission. On May 26, 2010 the Water Governance Subcommittee of the Little Hoover Commission (Commission) held a meeting to discuss a draft of its report on governance and management of the state’s water supply. At the forefront of the draft report is the Commission's recommendation to form a separate utility to operate and manage the State Water Project. While the draft was not released for public review, the Commission's recommendation and report is scheduled to be released for the Legislature’s review in August.

State Water Contractors (SWC). The SWC held its annual membership and regular board meeting on May 20, 2010. Discussions included a review of the fiscal year 2009/10 objectives and accomplishments, which included promoting and ensuring cost-effective and efficient business practices, secure water supplies, infrastructure and energy resources reliability while protecting and improving water quality. In addition, staff presented the fiscal year 2010/11 objectives (see Attachment 1). The SWC also elected the 2010-2011 officers, effective immediately. MWD Bay-Delta Initiatives Manager Steve Arakawa was inducted as President; Curtis Creel (Kern County) as Vice-President; and Joan Maher (Santa Clara Valley Water District) as Secretary/Treasurer. For other SWC actions, see Attachment 2.

Prepared by: Debbie Espe, Senior Water Resources Specialist
Reviewed by: Amy Chen, MWD Program Chief

Attachment 1: State Water Contractors Fiscal Year 2010/11 Objectives
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Description</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>SWC Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic SWP Power and Transmission plan</td>
<td>Coordinate DWR's development of a near-term and long-term resource plan</td>
<td>Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-term Risk Management</td>
<td>Coordinate with DWR on power resource, transmission, staffing and State energy policy issues</td>
<td>Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oroville FERC Relicense Settlement</td>
<td>Advocate solutions related to obtaining new license for the Oroville complex consistent with the Settlement agreement and DWR's application</td>
<td>Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas/Renewables Policies</td>
<td>Work with DWR on appropriate greenhouse gas and renewables policies that reflect SWP utility characteristics and rate concerns</td>
<td>Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defend SWP Against Energy Liabilities and Claims</td>
<td>Assure proper legal representation for potential litigation</td>
<td>Erlewine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications System Upgrade</td>
<td>Design and implement the communications upgrade project</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianelli Motor/Generator work</td>
<td>New stator core, rewinds, and pump casing reconditioning. Long-term job in conjunction with butterfly valve refurb.</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oroville Dam River Valves</td>
<td>Testing and modification of river valves and appurtenant devices to enable regular use by DWR as required for FERC license</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisk Dam Seismic Stability</td>
<td>Geotechnical investigation and analysis to identify extent of stability issues and potential remediation options</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castaic Lake Dam Outlet Towers-Seismic remediation</td>
<td>Remediation for seismic deficiency of both the low and high level outlet towers</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmonston Pump Replacement</td>
<td>Replace Edmonston pumps</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Upgrade</td>
<td>Implement the control system upgrade</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Bay Aqueduct Alternate Intake</td>
<td>Initial environmental work and preliminary design work for new intake facility for the NBA</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidence Monitoring associated with increased SJ Valley pumping</td>
<td>Monitor subsidence in the western San Joaquin valley and the SWP Aqueduct alignment to determine operation and infrastructure effects</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve Rehab/Replacements</td>
<td>Replace or refurbishment major valves at Gianelli, Hyatt, Edmonston and Warne Plants</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Aqueduct</td>
<td>Project planning and pre-design for possible Desert Aqueduct</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Branch Extension Phase 2</td>
<td>Construction of the second phase of the East Branch Extension</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perris Dam</td>
<td>Design of repair alteration to Perris Dam to address seismic stability concerns</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Bay Aqueduct Enlargement</td>
<td>Overseas Construction of the South Bay Enlargement</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis-Dolwig Act Funding</td>
<td>Identify and implement strategies to receive reimbursement for Davis-Dolwig Act costs</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect Rate Management Credits</td>
<td>Manage costs to achieve rate management credits. Pursue cost recovery for programs such as South Delta barriers. Pursue reduction/elimination of Ag Drainage Program</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend Project Bonding Period</td>
<td>Coordinate with DWR on developing ability to provide 30 year or longer bonding and cost repayment period for SWP capital charges and work with DWR to address DWR cashflow concerns</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Habitat Conservation and Conveyance Program</td>
<td>Work with DWR on management of the DHCCP process and financial accountability of the program</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP Capital Project Tracking &amp; Control</td>
<td>Development of a process to track, plan and prioritize all existing and foreseeable capital projects which are funded by the SWP Contractors</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP Capital Project Initiation (WREM 65)</td>
<td>Implementation of a process to identify funding sources and allocate costs of potential capital projects which are funded by the SWP Contractors or joint funding sources</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Management Reports</td>
<td>Work with DWR to develop management reports requested by the SWC to facilitate decision making</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery of Energy Sleeving Costs</td>
<td>Obtain reimbursement of $11.5 million in sleeving costs from General Fund</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispute Resolution Workgroup</td>
<td>Work with DWR to identify and resolve existing and potential protest items</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return of Contractor Funds by DWR</td>
<td>Work with DWR to identify processes to return funds to SWP Contractors, such as the Springing Amendment, Natural Gas Hedging account, and Transportation Capital overcharges for permanent transfers</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Water Project Capital Facilities Account Status</td>
<td>Track the status of the balance in the account and work with DWR to identify funding sources for future expenditures</td>
<td>Ramsay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## State Water Project Objectives for FY 2010-11
### May 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Near Term ESA/CESA Coverage</td>
<td>Maintain litigation response to new OCAP biological opinions and environmental challenges. Participate in Federal efforts to apply improved science towards the refinement of biological performance and provide support to BDCP. Delta Vision and related processes.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Erlewine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Conveyance Alternatives</td>
<td>Identify alternative configurations for Delta Conveyance, conduct technical evaluations of performance and provide support to BDCP. Delta Vision and related processes.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Febbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay-Delta Conservation Plan</td>
<td>Prepare Bay-Delta Conservation Plan to provide ESA assurances for continued operation of the SWP.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>King-Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuba Accord</td>
<td>Begin negotiations for water supply availability and pricing assurances.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Year Transfers</td>
<td>Identify and purchase water transfers from non-SWP sources to address SWP Contractors shortages.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta and Migratory Fish Analysis</td>
<td>Work with SFCWA Science Team to identify causes of Delta fisheries decline and develop management measures to prevent the decline.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Erlewine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Supply Reduction Economic Impact Quantification</td>
<td>Quantify economic impacts incurred by SWC members due to regulatory water supply reductions.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Febbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento Regional CSD Litigation</td>
<td>Manage litigation and regulatory efforts to reduce ammonia discharges and improve water quality, fishery, and water supply conditions.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Febbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Rights Processes</td>
<td>Present testimony and participate in hearings on updating the Bay-Delta Water Quality Control Plan and related activities such as San Joaquin River water rights and illegal diversions.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Febbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey Amendment EIR</td>
<td>Work with DWR in defending Monterey Plus EIR against litigation. Continue participation in Plumas Watershed Forum.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>King-Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Habitat Development</td>
<td>Work with SFCWA in planning and implementation of new Delta habitat measure to meet conditions of the OCAP BiOp and the BDCP.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>King-Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Operations Contingency Plan</td>
<td>Implement emergency avoidance, preparedness and response plans for Delta water supply.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Erlewine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Phase 8 Transfers</td>
<td>Re-evaluate Phase 8 approach in light of POD, recent SWRCB actions and Delta Conveyance concerns. Proceed with adjusted approach if identified.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>King-Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Stewardship Council</td>
<td>Coordinate with SFCWA representatives in monitoring and influencing the new Delta Stewardship Council to provide constructive input towards solving Delta challenges.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>King-Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked Groundwater Return (Pump-in water Quality)</td>
<td>Review and refine policy for accepting banked groundwater into the aqueduct. Participate in development and implementation of pump-in projects.</td>
<td>Priority I</td>
<td>Febbo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Priority Assignments:**
- **Priority I (Highest Priority) Objectives**
- **Priority II (High Priority) Objectives**
- **Priority III (Medium Priority) Objectives**
June 16, 2010

Attention: Imported Water Committee

CLOSED SESSION:
Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation
Government Code §54956.9(a)
Name of Case: QSA Judicial Council Coordination Proceeding No. 4353

Purpose
This memorandum is to recommend that the committee by motion hold a closed session, pursuant to Government Code §54956.9(a) to discuss the above-referenced matter at the June 24, 2010, Board meeting.

A closed session has also been included on the agenda of the formal Board of Directors’ meeting. Unless the Board desires additional discussion, it is not staff’s intention to ask for a closed session with the full Board at that time, but staff may request action to confirm directions given or action recommended by the committee.

Prepared by: Daniel S. Hentschke, General Counsel
June 16, 2010

Attention: Imported Water Committee

CLOSED SESSION:
Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation
Government Code §54956.9(a) – SDCWA v Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

Purpose
This memorandum is to recommend that the committee by motion hold a closed session, pursuant to Government Code §54956.9(a) to discuss the above-referenced matter at the June 24, 2010 Board meeting.

A closed session has also been included on the agenda of the formal Board of Directors’ meeting. Unless the Board desires additional discussion, it is not staff’s intention to ask for a closed session with the full Board at that time, but staff may request action to confirm directions given or action recommended by the committee.

Prepared by: Daniel S. Hentschke, General Counsel